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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

I. · GENERAL STATE:MENT 

For months post-war planning has been the focus of 

attention of the masses. Teachers of mathematics are con

cerned because they, too, will.be confronted with new con

ditions, with new deyelopments, with changes in relative 

importance of many topics of the subject matter, and with . . 

an ever-increasing challenge to improve their instructions 

in mathematics. This war has emphasized the necessity of 

many reforms in the teaching field. Former investigations 

have revealed these and many other defects which have been 

partly remedied during the past two decades. Wide. revision 

of the content material of secondary mathematics has been 
' ~ ~) ~ ~ '. ~ I <J ~} : ' ) ~· ! ' ~ I ~ o ') : o o J > 

effected and many t~b'~cii!J~ ~P;·e~~~o,isiy ~ ~~ugl~G have been 
J ) ' ~· ... 

eliminated. ) } , ..>'' 
',·'' , ) ) - .,_) 

I ., ,' 

II. THE PROBLEM 

The purpose of tl:lis study was to use st.udent opinion, 
( 

as a chief source 1 ·to determine. the likes and dislikes of 

students in seco~dary-sche>ol ~themE):tics; to. inquire into 

the relations . of ... the •• students' prefer.enoes for various fea

tures of ·the~ subje'ct:f; the ;judgmerft ·of tea,chers;r, rankings, 

. '~ ' '· . ~ 



/ the types of errors made by a large percentage of these 

students in solving the same sets of exercises., 

III. JUSTIFICATION OF TOPIC 

Current literature reveals the fact that there is 

2 

substantial agreement among educators and teachers on certain 

phases in the teaching field of mathematics that need to be 

revised. If a student is to make progress he should have a 

healthy attitude toward mathematics and toward various fea

tures within the subject itself. Many factors influence the 

progress of one student and have no effect upon the progress 

of another student~ but there are often unhealthy factors 

caused by poor teaching procedures that influence many stu

dents. These unwholesome factors must be eliminated by 

changes in the teaching procedure and in the material studied. 

Even the so-called traditional courses are subject to re-
, I 

organization. 

But no one should assume that all is well with the 
'traditional courses. In most s choola ~ they are .w,qe
fully out of date as regards both subject matter and 
methods. The report just mentioned., and the·two mor-e 
rec·ent committee reports., included many splendid re
comm:endationa of good teachers of- mathematics every
where. But there are a lot of schools that have never 
checked their. offerings with these recommendations. · 
How shall the traditional ~ourses be improved? The 

.. thl'ee factors inv£lved., the- pupils~ the materials; 
and the teachers.. . ·... .· 

Altho:u.gh ev;idence .. of pupil prefereJ:lCes gathered from 
.1 First Report- of the coinnu:~sion on Post;;.;~iar :Planning. 

National Cou.ncil of T.eachers of Mathema.tics 1 The Mathematics 
Teacher~ 37: 232j May~ 1944. -
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the testimony of the P'!lP+l i.s r.ather meager., the writer is 

ot. the opinion tha.t it should be used frequently. Thorn

d1ke2 believed that .the testimony of pupils in matters of 

likes and dislikes is e·apeeis.lly competent. At times and 

in some matters pupils may deceive us or themselves or both, 
~-

but. when taken critically these testimonies are well worth 

the attention. o£ teachers., Votes of the pupils .form a use

.ful starting point in any discussion or study of interest .. 

Youth today is critical to the "nth" ·degree. Teach-

ers ougb.t to b.eed this critic.ism, especially regarding in.., 

terest ip. varioua.features of' subject matter, thereby making 

better choice of material t.o be studied. If the interests 

of the boys and gil:'ls are known., one can usually change or 

direct them into proper channels. Students ordinarily are 
c 

ihterested· in mastering a subject and in knowing definitely 

that'theyare·ma$tering it. "If teachers know what factors 

in~~f ::hibject pupils like or dislike and if they are aware 

o.t; methods of building .H.P:,i~terests in it., they have a de-

. c~d~<)l advant;ag~" 1~ te,~ch~r.~g ~l:J.e. sub je ot .. n3 It is only 

tbrouglJ. continued research. that greatly improved teaching 

. procedures will r~sult:~ 

:2• !Edward .. L•·· tr,b.o,rndik;ef The .. ·PsycholpQ £.f·'Algebra
1 
p • . ;399 • 

.. · 



IV. ·:O:EFIN:tTlONS OF TERMS USED 

·Fa.ctor. · Any element or circWtJBtance that mifi!;ht influence 

the stud.~.nts' attitude of like or dislike toward mathe

l:natics or toward various features in a particular subject • 

._§,econdary7 school:: mathematics~'·~ Ir>: this study~ three sub• 

jeots of tb.e traditional seque·ntial course have been used; 

first-year algebra., plane geometry~ and advanced algebra. 

Advanced. algebra,. Some educators refer to this as third 

s.em,est~r.. alg~bra, others as intermediate. algebra. It fol

lows a year;'s wor.k in alg~b~a., a year's work in plane 

geon1etry., and .. is a prerequisite to trigonometry and college 

~lge~ra •... 

LargE('hiSh. school.. This investigation refers to the large 

high school as on~ having· an enrollment of 1200 or more 

studehts'~ 

oSmall,high_,sob.ool.~i ,~ S:Q~ool witm an enrollment of lass 

:tp.~n. 200 .but Ip.Or.,e. tp.an l()O .. st;uc}ents .. 
'"' '•< •. 1 '.,1, · ; ,'I , 

V. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 

Two factoPs to a certain .. extent tend to limit tb.e 

results of'. this study;, First, the. ·number of cases used was 

rather small,,ana: second~ speoifll.empha£~1s was placed upon 

st.udant opinion obtained by use of' .. an 1tevaluation-test tt 



and reasons were not.required for their preferences .. How"" 

ever,. since this form was not sent to schools at random, 

but to selected ones, who gave whole-hearted cooperation, 

and since the respons·e from experienced teachers who ranked 

the exercises on the forms was 81.2 per centA~ the results 

would seem significant. 

Vl. ORGANIZATION OF CHAPTERS 

'!'b.e present chapter bas revealed. the problem under 

consider.ation •. The . following, chapter presents a survey 

of literature relative to the. present study. 

Chapter :&II gives a detailed account of the method 

of.prQcedure,useq. in collecting an,d organizing the data. 

Information as .. to. the results of . the study are included in 

tb.is chapter. . . 

. ,,The. last _chapter ·presents a .summary of the findings, 

<?Oncl~sj.onsjt and,,suggestions • 

. ·:M!l:P~~ls. ()~ ,p;rections. us,ed py the teachers and 

sampl~~; pt ·~lle, s.et::~ .of: ex,ercises, che.cked .and solved by tb.e 

~.tuden.ts are. f'.oun(l, in .the ~I>pendi.x •.. · ... 

.,: ,,' .· .;, ; ,>.,', 

',:..I, 



CHAPI'ER II 

SURVEY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

Many 1nvestigat1_ons have 'been made in the field of . . 
the teaching of mathematicapbut relatively f'ew of these have 

'been concerned with the studen-ts• interest in various features 

of the respective subjects.. In. calling a.ttention to investiga

tions that have been made and work that has been done in tb.e 

field 1 only a brief summary of the findings and conclusions 

of a few of the investigations on proble~ rather closely re

lated to the present study will be given. 

one of the first reports to be given is that of 

· Schorling, Kahler, ~~d Miller. 1 In tb.is study tb.e opinions 

of pupils in sev~ral Chicago schools as to whether they en

joye¢1 th~it> ,studies "very much';" "a little..," or "not at all tt 

are recorded. The results showed matb.emat1.oa ranking seventh 

in a/ list. of ten subjects.·. ·Thorndike2 studied thE!. interest 

of pupi~s in algebra 1%.1 comparison wi.th other school subjects .. 

. ' 
',",I.' 

jects were ranked by a rather complicated process from the 
; . > 

one 'liked beat to the .. one liked least .. 
.., •• '~- '•· /, ·\ ' ,. •••• ' • •• _·l. 

. . c 1.)1.• Sehorlill.g~ F~ A. Kahler, o. M. Miller, "The 
. Place· of MS.thama.tics in the Secondary Schools of To

morr<>w; ~ Schoo.~" Science.·.!!!!· Mathematies,,.l6: · 608-616, 
October.t Itil6h ··· .· · .!. ·• ·/ ··. ' • • .·. • ·, : · · :. •• ·. ··• · 

. ' ,'! ~ ' ,:.::-:.·: ·'-'" ·.:.~,.;'' • ·, ·' ~· \' ' I 'o • • ' ,', ,., 

.: '.2'. E(lward ;t~ Thorndike,: The .fs:v;hhol6Q: .. 9! JUe;eb~a,· 
p. 388. 
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As an added .feature of his.investigation.t Thorndike 

pr~pared a series o:fsamples of some of the things which 

pupils are supposed to learn .. to do in algebra.. These he 

had tb.e·pupils mark as to whetb.er tb.ey liked tb.e type of 

work most~ next most, least;; or next lea.s.t. The following 

conclusions ·are drawn from· tb.e study: 

l. There is no evidence·that pupils prefer applied 
problems to computation.· 

2. Abundant evidence supports the belief that nu
merical computation is bet.ter liked than literal com
putatien .. 

·L~ , 

3.. Fractions have in general the same prejudicial 
influence that literal numbers have .. 

. 4.~ tElaborate .. · simplifications are notably disliked. 

5. Work in evaluation by substituting numerical 
values for several variables seems to be attractive to 
pupils in· spite of th.e~te.ct that most courses in algebra. 
pay relatively little attention to it» and tb.a.t most 

·.· ... pupils do. sucb. work ·poorly • 

. 6" , Graphing of equation-l·ines is by no means as 
dreary anexercise as the Jll,Qthemat1cian thinks, or as 

.... it may.well. be to the:.mathematically gifted. 

7 •. ' 'Difficulty is disliked, ease being especially 
liked where a .little thought or work seems to produce 

..... a cons1derable:·resul:t•.3. ··· : .. •• .. :· 

Topics .• in .geo:fuetr,y:.w~ich are cons.iderecl tb.e .. most 

pp~~l~r .~nd, the.Jnost unpop~1a:r.;.bs;v~. al~p .been stud;J.ed .. 4 

. · ·. 4 Rep~r.t,· .. ~,f~he Reorg~~ization of Mathematics in 
Seconda:r,y Ed'tlcat.i:~p,tl ~The ... National.Colmnittee ·.2E: .Mathematical 
·Re.qu1rementa,l~23 1 p.:~21 •. :. ·· , ,·· .. · .... : .···· •• , 



The pupils were asked to state tb.e reasons for liking a 

topic tt~osttt or for liking.it "least." The four topics 

most popular are: (1) constructions,· (2) trianglesp 

(3} circles, and (4) ·originals; the four most unpopular 

·8 

are: (1) originals, (2) loci,~ (3) triangles, and (4) 

circles. An outstanding fact of -the study is that the num

ber of pupils who selected constructions as the most popular 

topic was larger tb.a·n the number who selected any of the 

otb.er.• topics. No reason is given for originals and tri

angles··appearing.in b.otb. the popular and the unpopular . 
g:roup·s.. Undoubtedly, the. better students placed them in 

the popular group and poorer students in the unpopular 

group. 

D0wney0 investigated the mathematical interests of 

over• 6$000 pupils of .fifteen high schools, scattered : 

tb.r'oughout)eigb.t states: in this country. The reply in 

·ariswe'r to the question, "Do you like mathematics?" was 

0 YesU by· 84 per cent of the pupils. · Li'king is· based 

·chiefly ·on :interest# usefuln~ss~ and. mental training .• 

· .. : ·· An edi·torial,. 6. ttHow PopuJ:ar ·Is Mathematics Among 

High School Pupils?"' comments .. on the survey or Publi·c .···. 

5 :rb:i:¢1... Walt;er .F. Downey, "Mathematical Interests 
of High School Pupi~s.n 

,:, .• : ';" ,, :·. 1'.: •',' { ' 

·.·· ··· ... · .··.tr William 'David'Reeve:;•"How· Po'puiar :rs·Mathamatics 
:AD:tong;<:Hig~ ·: ~cb.oo:t P,lip:tl·s ?n · .. · .. ~:•. Mathematic ·Teacher, 36 £83, 
February; 1943. · 
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Opinion, ·'~A two-part self portrait of American high-scho61 

·youth ••• what it. thinks of itself~ its country and its 

.future." What these boys and girls thought of mathematics 

is of particular .interest and profit .to mathematics teach

ers. .These high-school pupils were asked to s.tate the 

subject liked best and the one liked least. Fortune's 

comment.on the results was as follows: 

There's no.my~tery about the fact that English 
and mathematics rank; respectively8 first and second 
as most liked and most disliked. In the first plac·e 
they are the most universally given and run generally 
through all four years of school ••• One further ob
serya.tion is to be made from the analysis of the 
'answe:i?s: · there are .. almost .no. difference.s in prefer
ences ,.between the students on the basis of the amount 
of inf.ormation they have on public affairs. This may 
be considered as still furt~er evidence between school 
work~and general knowledge. . 

The editorial.stated that here was a challenge for 

all': teachers of mathematic;s.. When pupils. like mathematics, 

they like• it. When they hate mathematicsS! they hate it .. 

Why the ·gap?. 

Davis8 · c'onducted ·an ifivestigation.in. his class which 

consisted of. 135 .member.s to .determine whether. :the. atti.tude 

of the ''S tu.dent body .. is more important .today .than when 

mathematf:cs was required, of all. students. The pupils were 

p .. 83. 

:a .Al·fred D.avis,\ ttrnter,es.t of Pp.pils in High Scho.ol 
Math~ma•tic.s .and :Pactors in .Se,c:tJ.rin.g, It,''· ~,Mathematics 
Teacher, ~20.: .26-3,8:,. Dece:mber, 1927. · · 

'-<. . : ' .• ,. ' ,. 
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asked their reason for studying mathematics as well as 

several other questions to determine what they think they 

get or expect to get from the study of mathematics. Davis 

concluded that the reaction of high-school pupils toward 

mathematics remains much the same regardless of whether 

the subject is required or not. This was probably due to 

the variety of factors that lead them to elect the subject. 

Pupils who are convinced that mathematics is worthwhile to 

them will have a proper motive. for work and will find · 

pleasure in its accomplishment. 

During the school year 1937-38 a study was under

taken by Billig
9 

to determine whether or not student at

titude was a factor in the mastery of commercial arith

metic.· The attitudes of 108 girls toward the study of 

commercial arithmetic ware obtained from essays submitted 

during a course in commercial arithmetic. Each pupil sub

initted essays on the following topics: "What I Think of 

Commercial Arithmetic" and nHow I Feel About Arithmetic." 

Six weeks elapsed between the writing of the two assayso -

From the data ·a·scale was developed containing five inter

vals of which the first interval contained attitudes most 

antagonistic and the fifth, t~ose that expressed most 

. . . . . •.• g ,Alfred .L. Billig~ "stU.ciant Attitude As a Factor in 
the Mastery of Commercial Arithmetic," The Mathematics 
Teacher, 37: 170-72, April, 1944. -
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J favorable attitudes. This scale was administered to pupils 

in the 1942-43 class at the end of the first rating perlod., 

The scale proved satisfactory within the limits designed. 

The results brought to the fore those pupils who were most 

likely to experience failure due to an incorrect point of 

view and indifferent or antagonistic attitude toward ma

terial to be mastered., Finally, the teaching situation re

solves itself into the maintenance of the favorable attitude 

evidenced by the majority of p~pils, and the re-ahannelization 

of indifferent attitudes.. In general, the pupil's attitude 

is a significant_ fact in determining_ his probable mastery of 

the subject. 

Pupils' errors in algebra have been studied as a 

basis for improving mathematical instruotione Oonoly10 · 

studied the types of errors made by pupils in two schools .. 

The !
1
Hotz Algebra Scale.t Form A't was used in the study" 

A total of 5,316 errors.were found and classified under 
' ' ' ' 

three types., Approximately. 38 per cent of these were due 

to lack _of comp:rehension; 41 per cent, to a lack of skill;

and the.re~ainil1g 2l.per cent, to uncompleted or unattempted 
problems. 

lOMary MacLean Conoly, rt.A St;udy, of Some Difficulties 
in High School Algebra," master's thesis, George Peabody 
College for Teaohers,.l924. 
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Snider11 g:tv~a a report on errors moat likely to dccur 

in ninth-grade algebra.. Evidence was obtained from an un

published M. A. thesis.. Approximately fifty students in 

ninth grade algebra were equally divided into two groups .. 

Both groups were taught by a c?mbination of the individual 

instruction method, the group ;tnstruction method; and daily 

recitation and assignment.. Both groups received as nearly 

as possible ·the same--· type. of instruction with the exceptiGn 

of the period spent in maatar~ng tb.e unit on directed num

bers.. This unit was to play a part in determining results 

fGr·another purpose of the investigation. Tests prepared by 

the teacher were given at the end of each unit to both g!"oupa 

·at approximately the same time .. A standardized test was 

given at the end of the semester. The errors made were 

olassified into sixteen classes~ There was a total of 

1
6
:343 errors·. The five lar'g~st gr,oupa of errors and per-

. centag~s "were· as 'follows: forming ~quat ions. from verbal 

problems, l'i p~r cant; addition of directed numbers, 13 

per cent; snibtraotiori of d'irebtad numbers~ ll per cent; ~ 

mult:ipli~ation of directed nU!llbera, 9 per cent; and sub

~titution,. ·9 ·per cent~ Snider recommended tl:lat teachers 

l~y ~· solid ·>found.a.ti6 . .r{ in, tl:i~ ttindame.ntal operations of 

d:trected.J;lufiib~rs and that meaning. and understanding be 

.. ' ; 1:i: Everett sidney~ . tt~~;ors in·· Ninth~cGra.d~ Algebra, II 
· ~_Mathematics· Teacher, 37: 175-6, Apri:1, · 1944. 
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given to verbal problems., 

Smith12 in an attempt to discover the learning dif

ficulties of students in demonstra·l:iive geometry conducted 

an investigation over· a 'period of fifty co·nsecutive teach

ing days from the first meeting of classes through the 

study of congruence .and parallel l-ines.. Testa were given 

almost every day and all errors were marked and tabulated., 

He found that the kinds of errors could be classified under 

tb.ree headings--namely, (1) thqse due to unfamiliarity with 

geometric figures, (2) those due to not sensing the if--then 

relationship~ and (3) those due to a meager understanding 

of proof., The separate percentages were noted as this fact 

told him that, since a large percentage of pupils made a 

certain type of error, a learning difficulty and a teaching 

problem were involved., There was little evidence, if any, 

that.the lower I~ Q,. groups made errors different than those 

made by the ·upper groups;.. however 1 fewer pupils in upper 

groups made mistakes., His conclusions were that changes in 

the· teaching of geometry are necessary, that tb.ree types of 

diff'icuJ.ties are fundamentalp and that pupils need help. 

with these rat~er than with the specific difficulties each 

pupil may encounter •. The specific ones .will tend to 

12 Rolland R~ Smi t.h;, . "Tb.ree' Majop Difficulties in .the 
Learning of. Demonstrative .. G~omet):'y,n The ,Mathematics Teacher, 
33: 99~134. March, 1940 ~ · 
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disappear, if the fundamental difficulties are eliminated. 

As another part
13 

of this investigation, Smith de

vised methods to help pupils overcome these difficulties 

and used these methods with another group.of pupils. A 

marked improvement was shown in the work of these pupils. 

In an attempt to determine to what extent good, aver

age, and poor achievers in demonstrative geometry differ 

among themselves in certain basic characteristics believed 

to be more or less directly-related to successful accom-

plishment in demonstrative geometry; one of the things that 

Stein
14 

brings out is the need of knowing in advance of 

the study of geometry at.what points the student is likely 

to have·difficulty., A battery of standardized tests were 

administered to the groups. The results of the tests were 

analyzed by means of statistical techniques and a study· of 

sex differences, on the various traits analyzed, was made. 

Among the conclusions drawn was an outstanding one of many 

previous studies, that the factors most closely related to 

success in geometry were general intelligence and ability 

to manipulate symbols as in algebra. Other implications 

13 Ibid., pp. 150-78, April, 1940. 
14 

Harry L. Stei,ra, ·"Ch~racteristic Differences in 
Mathe:nuatical T.ra;ts 9t Goqd,, Av~I.,age, a,ng. Poor ·Achieve.rs in 
De:rnonstra:tive Geometry11 n The Mathematics TeacherA 36: 164-8 April,· 1943. ·· · · - " ' 



ware the knowledge of specific weaknesses and need of in

dividual diagnosis. 

Most studies that have been made in the teaching 

fields of the traditional courses agree that ability in 

algebra and geometry is rather highly correlated with in-
" 

telligenoe. Thorndike15 found that both algebraic compu-

15 

tation and problem-solving ability depend "emphatically on 

intellectual ability.,.!• Later investigat.ions have testified 

to this statement in algebra and in geometry. Since today 

secondary schools. are eliminating students with a low I. Q. 

f.~ om the traditional courses, there· must be other factors 
,''•' 

within the courses themselves that need to be discovered 

and analyzed. c!]his is possible only through continued 

research worke 

15 
. ... . ... · ........ :Ed'VIlard L .. Thorndike, "The Ability Involved in 

Algebra;c Computations and in Problem Solving~ tt School 
~. Soc~etx,. 15: .191.;.;.3, February, 1922• 



CHAPTER III· 

PROCEDURE AND ORGANIZATION OF MATERIAL 

.. I.. CONSTRUCTION :oF "EVALUATIQN-TES:T" FORMS 

AND MANUALS OF DIRECTIONS 
* 

The metb.od of procedure used to obtain the data need

ed for this study involved, first, the construction of the 
l . 

"evaluation-test" forms and the manuals of direct1ons;2 

and~ second the administration·of the for~s 

An "evaluation-test" was prepared in each of the three 

subjectsJ first-year algebra, plane geometry, and advanced 

algebra. Each form consisted of a list of ten exercises se

lected from material studied during the course of the yaar•s 

work and that lies within the experience of the students. 

The determination of the specific items included· in thei .form.s 

of first year algebra and g~ometry was based upon three 
~ r' 1; ~, ,v , ' '" / 

sources of relevant material, (1) the problems of six stand-
' ~· '· .;1 ::' _,·,, 

ardized tests in the respective subjects; (2) the content of 
' modern textbooks of algebra and geometry in use in the hign 

·: ' .• ·' 1' ~ 
;-}I ,: :· .. '".l" 

'• •' 

schools in Indiana; and (3) the reoomme.ndations of the High 

1 'See Appendix 
' . 
), ~.-··- ., 

2 See Appendix 
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attb.etime,~~ the items·inoluded in the advanced algebra .form 

were based·upon the second and third sources mentioned. 

Each "evaluatit:m-test" had a manual of directions to 

accompany it for teacher t s use. in administ·ering tbe form. 

'specific directions were formu~ated and are given for solv

ing each of the ten exercises included in these forms. 

II. ADMINISTRATION OF .THE "EVALUATION-TESTS" 

These "evaluation ... test" forms were administered to<> 
' 

students enrolled in the respective classes of algebra., of 

g~.ometry_, and of .advanced algebra during the year of 1944=45 .. 

. Four selected high schools, a large one and three small ones, 

.wei'e asked to cooperate in this study. These schools are 

located in !lOrt!:;lern Indiana in the cities of Fort Wayne, 

Squth Bend, Lafayette., and Huntington. The large high school 
·; ' ' :r ' ,, ' ' -~ ~ ' ', !': ' ·' . ' \ 

.. E).J1d Otl.e. ot.tl:le small high, schools were· co-educational, while 

Rt the ,r,emaining two" one was a school for girls, the other 
'A : > ~ ; ~ } 

0 

-: 'J •' < f ,.; ' ~ :• 
0 

'\ ' ' : : • 

. ·. ~· s,cho~l for boys. These forms were administered for the 
• ' • • ' ' ' • !_ :. \ ~- '' : ' 

. f.irs.:t t.in.le during. the second week of April. At this time 
': .. '··, . ,_,',' ,, 

eacl;l t(I~Udent in the respeotive.classes had the task of ex-, ~,.' :,:.· \ ~. ' ' :' } . \ 

a:~nillg,~ach .of the ten exercises listed and of choosing 
_. • ,' ,· -· '· ·'>" ,, ,,. ,··.·. . - ' 

the fo~ types of work.li~ed best, ne~t best~ disliked most"' 
" . ' ' ';, ~-. ' - I ~ ' ' 

The teache~s usedthe manual o:f 
' . 

, cl~eci;.ions and. re.ad to the students the steps required in 
' , , ,. , , , ·, > • ': ' : ;' ':.:, .' ). (' } ' ' ~-- I 

the solution of each exercise before each student stated his 
: ~ :~ I . ' '. - . . - 'I I ·• 
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/ preference. After an interval of four weeks, the forma were 

again administered to the students.. This time they were re

quested to solve the exercises listed and the manuals of di

rections were not used.. During both periods in which the 

forms were administered; the st!ldents were expected to check 

an answer to each of the two general questions at the beginning 

of the forma. They were urged to check without fear of being 

penalized by their teachers, for no grades were to be recorded,. 

Students checking the forms in April numbered 380 for 

first-year algebra" 239 for plane geometry, and 119 for ad

va~ced algebr~.. Only ~48 cases in first-year algebra, 225 

in plane geometry, and 100 in advanced algebra are included 

in the analysis of this studyo The number of cases decreased 

because of the absence of some students at the second check 

period and to the failure of one of the small high schools to 

make·returns for the second period., Unforeseen events oo-

curred during the last week of .. the school term which inter

fered with an adequate administration of the forms in a normal, 

healthy atmosphere., The school term at this high school ended 

two weeks earli.er than that -of the other· schools included in 
. 

this .study. ·• This was .unknown at the begihning of the project., 
-

There'was a.total of six teachers for first..;year al-
gebra, Six for geometry, S:nd three f'or advanced algebra._ 

These teachers. administered the 'tests-to their respective 

students. In the large high school there ware'ten classes 
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with approximately thirty students ·in each., while in each: 

of .the small high schools there was one class with approxi-

mate~ly forty students 'in the class. The range of I. Q. 1 s 

()f the students in the· tb.ree ·schools was between 90 and 140 .. 

In the large high school any student who had an I. Q .. of 90 
~ 

was placed in the first-year algebra class. In the small 

schools., students had their choice 1 but anyone choosing al

gebra with an I., Q,. less than 90 vias urged to change from 

algebra to general mathematics •. Heterogeneous grouping was 

used in the cla.sses and the length of the recitation period 

varied between forty and forty-five minutes in each school., 

In geometry; the number of students in each of the 

six classes was approximately thirty for the large high school 

and twenty for the classes of the small high schools. In all 

schools$ students who wished to take geometry had to be~rec

ommended for the class by their teacher of algebra. The 

range of I$ Q,.'s of the students throughout was somewhat 
r:, \ 

higher ·than that c:>f students of first-year algebra. 

Groups of rather select students were in the advanced 

al,gepra·: 9g.asses., .Each .. student had the privilege. of making 

his own decision'$ Approximately twenty..;,five students· were · 

in .each of.' the four· classes in tb.E~, large hign school~· One .. 

of .the.' .small schoolls had: ten students 'in: the~ olB:ss., ·while 

the.· other. school had none. for the! :current year 0 

'$ince, :it was !desirable ·aa;'aJiiother'"feature ,6f' 'this : ' 
,. • .. , 
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investigation to have teachers rank the exercises in each' 

form as to difficulty, the members of the mathematics section 

of the Chicago Catholic Science Teachers 1 Association were 

asked to cooperate in'this project. At the spring meeting 

the "evaluation-test" forma were d1str_ibuted to thirty-two .. 
members$ Twenty ... six of these forma were returned at a. later 

date.. Nineteen of these members have had at least .five 

years of teaching,- experience in various courses in mathemat

ics.,. Each teacher was requested to rank_ each of the. ten ex

ercises on ·each forme The most difficult was ranked as 

_.QB! (1), and the least difficult as ~ (10). 

III. PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DA'l'A 

A favorable emotional attitude toward the teacher, 

the. subject,~~ and various features within. the subject itself 

is ~ contributing factor to student success. Because of this 

fact, evidence has_been ga:l;hered from students in first-year 
,·,··:. ' j t ' ' • ' 

aig~bra.; in _g~ometry; a~d. .in advan~ed algepra classe~ during 
,. ' ' . . 

First""':~ Alge~r.a Data_ •.. Three hundred forty-eight students 

in first~year alg~prae.x.preased their likes and dislikes of 

mathematics., of. alg~br~; and of various types of exercises 

encountered in their algel,:>ra wprk.. They used the nevaluation

test'* in first"---year algepra, ~P,OjWll:: in .the app~ndix, in re-
r:· , 

porting, .. The results indicating,the stude,nts' attitude to

ward the subjects in genf3ral are submitted in Table I• 



TABLE I 

NUMBERS AND PER CENTS OF FIRST-YEAR .ALGEBRA 
STUDENTS 1 PREFERENCES IN MATHEMATICS 

Mathematics Algebra 

Number Per cem.t Number Per cent 
of oases of cases of cases of cases 

Like 
Total 258 74.4 289 83.,0 

··Boys 137 77.0 148 83.1 
Girls 121 71.2 141 82.9 

Dislike 
·.Total 90 25.6 59 '17 .. o 
Boys 41 23.0 30 16.9 
Girls 49 28.8 29 17.1 

:..· .: 

~1 

Note: This table should be read as follows: two 
·hund.red'<fifty;.;aight students .or 74.4 per cent expressed a 
favorable a.ttituda toward mathematics; two hundred eighty
nine students. or 83 per. cant .expressed a favorable attitude 
.tow~rd algebra. Other items in the table should be read 
similarly·. · · · · 

-') ; ' 

! ' ', 1 • ·~ 

:' ,., . .' 

. . ' ~ 
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After an interval of four weeks, another copy of the same 

form was ad~inistered to these same students. Approximately 

75 per cent of them expressed a favorable attitude toward 

mathematics and 83 per' cent, toward algebra. Eighty-three 

: 1 per cent of these students were .. consistent in their checking 

as to likes and dislikes. The 17 per cent who voiced a dif

ferent opinion at the second check period did so with regard to 

algebra. Approximately 50 per cent were favorable, the other 

50 per cent, unfavorable. Most·probably a favorable or an un-

favorable attitude created toward the material under discus-

sion accounts for these students' indicating a different at

titude at the second check period. 

As a second feature of the first check period, each 

student was requested to indicate his attitude toward the 

various exercises listed c>n the "evalua t.ion-test. n The re-

ports'of the students are submitted in per cents in Table IIo 

Since the. student was required to check only four of the ten 

exercises listed, all unchecked exercises were put into the 
·~ undifferentiated middle group, x. The boys' and girls' ratings 

were treated together. Fromthe number of preferences for each 

exercise,.the per cent~ were .obtained as shown in the table. 

!1 These per. cents were later used to· determine the general order 
'I 
i. 

for students' "Preferences disclosed in Table IV. one (l) 

indicates ~he. tyl,)e best '·liked .and ten JlO), the type most 

disliked. Per cents were used in these recordings because 



TAB:GE II 

PER CENTS OF RELATIVE PREFERENCES OF STUDENTS 
FOR VARIOUS FEATURES IN FIRST-YEAR.ALGEBRA 

Exerciaes~e. B NB xl liD 

1 4 .. 6 8.,6 74.4 8 .. 3 
2 32.8 16.4 47.1 1 .. 7 
3 0 .. 9 5~2 73.3 11 .. 5 
4 16.1 19 .. 8 51.4 8.,6 
5 4.3 6.0 31.0 15.5 
6 5 .. 2 7.2 64.4 12.9 
7 0.,6 2.9 '19.,6 9 .. 8 
8 18 .. 5 17"2 51 .. 1 7 .. 2 
9 10.6 2.6 76.1 6 .. 6 

10 8"3 10.9 64.4 11.2 

1 Undifferentiated group 
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D 

4 .. 0 
1 .. 4 
_9.2 
4 .. 0 

43.1 
10.3 

7 .. 2 
5.7 
4 .. 0 
5.1 

Note: Th:i:s table should be read as follows: frequency 
of preferences of students for e~ercise one of 1'best liked" 
was 4&6 per cent, "liked next best" was 8.6 per"cent, "un
differentiated" was 74 .. 4 per cent, "next most disliked" was 
·a.3 per cent$ and "most disliked" was.4.0.per cent •.. Frequency 
of preferences for other exercises should be read similarly. 

~~<Key' .to extilrcises (Table II) 
1. Evaluation of a formula 
2. ··solution.and .. •check·of an .. equation .. · 
3• Solution of an equation in which coefficients 

····decimals· .. :: · ... •. 
4. Solution of simultaneous linear equations 

··' 5 • Pr'Qb:j.ell10!301Ving exercise ~, . .· , .i. l 

6. Gr~,pb. of: an equation-line 
~ 7. · Solution. of' .. a· literal. equa t.ion ,,; 

are 

s. Simplification of a fraction using factoring 
·9~ :•.Problem in•propbvtion•:i .. ·· ·, .·· ·· , .... , 

10. ~elution of a fractional equation 
(" ,,,, ,,, '' 

'':•·, ,_.' - :.:,[ .. 
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. 
they are particularly significant in giving relative rankings~ 

The preferences were for the solutions of numerical equations 

as long as decimals were omitted1 solution of sets of equations~ 

simplifying a fraction,; and evaluation of a· formula.. Equation

line graphs and applied problems were highly disliked; literal 
~ 

equations were next most disliked., - It is interesting to note 

those types and varieties of exercises entered in the undif

ferentiated group. 

The other feature of the ~econd check period was the 

request to solve the exercises. In Table III, the numbers 

and per cents of exercises correctly solved are shown. This 

report includes the problems which were correctly solved with 

and without the check of the answer obtained for the exercise. 

Usually one of the four exercises, requesting a check of the 

answer obtained~ was completed. However, this may be con

sicier.ed an il1dication of carelessness on the part of the 

student. ·This table indicates the items in which the students 

had the greatest amount of difficulty. Four of the exercises, 

two~ n~ne, one~ and ei~ht were solv.ed successfully by 80 per 

cent or more ofthe students and only one, exercise six, was 

not so~ved su?cessfully by more than 50 per cent of them. 

Three per cerit of.the students solved. all exercises correct-., ·. ,' ' _. '-• -'.•. . ' .·. . '<' ,., ' ,, . ' ' 

ly •. The '.fact ·that· a wide' d::l:fference in the real difficulties 

inherent in. the exercises·was indicated by the exercises 

correctly solved, or practically so~ by widely different 
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TABlE· III 

NUMBERS AND PER CENTS OF EXERCISES 
CORRECTLY SOLVED. BY STUDENTS IN FIRST-YEAR 

. ALGEBRA · 

Numbers Per cents 
~eroises* correctly solved correctly 

1 286 82.1 
2 326 93e7 
3 249 71.3 
4 236 67.8 
5 198 56.,9 
6 43 12.4 

.7 217 62 .. 4 
8 283 81.2 
9 297 85.3 

10 220 63.2 

·25 

solved 

.· ... Nc:>te: .Tl:lis table should be I"ead a.a follows: exercise 
one was·oorrectly solved by two hundred eighty-six students 
or py82.1 peJ; cent of them •. Other items should be read in 
a similar mabi'J.er. 

l. 
·2. 
3~ 

·~ ·*:Key .. t.o. exercises (Table III) 
·Evaluation' of 'a£ormula 
Splution and. check. of an equation 

.Solution of an. equation in which'coefficients 
.. a.re~.decima.+s.... . . . ; ·. .. , . .. , ... , · 

·4 •. Solution' of simultaneous linear equati'ons · 
. 56.·.~.· ... PI'oblem~so.:Lv+ng .axerciE!e .. 

Graph ofan·equa.ti'on.,;line· 
.7 • Solut.ion of.~ liter~l .. equation .· .· , •f·a': ,.t···o· ri• ng·· •.• :.·, s. Simpli.fica.tionol: a fraction using ... 

. 
1 
..... 

0
.9·· .. • ·~ol:)lemin.proport.~on . 

6 
•... q'.··u···a···t··i·· 

0
,.n'·· Solution ··o:r a fractional 

' \. ~· \ '' "• •. ' ' j ~- • 

·:,'.' 
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percentages of the students who solved them was the basis 

for the estimated students' rankings in Table IV.. A rank of 

one (1) is considered the most difficult and that of ten (10), 

the least difficult. · 

Comparisons of facts for preferences as shown by the 

students 1 reports with rankings by teachers of mathematics 

and with estimated students' rankings are given in Table IV. 

The data for the column, Teachers' rankings, were obtained 

from the members of·. an important association of teachers of 

mathematics. More than two-thirds of these teachers have had 

a teaching experience in secondary school mathematics of at 

least five years. These teachers considered each of the ten 

exercises and put them in a rank order for difficulty to stu

dents in generals By the judgment of twenty-six teachers~ 
. . 

tP.e ranking is as shown in. tb.e third column of Table IV. 

This'. table and ~hose listing the. data for inquiring into the 

reiatiohships :in geometry and in advanced algebra form proba

bly the most enlightening group of .. tables. Column one lists . ~ ' - . 

the exer.6:Hies, . col '\linn· twe), tP.e .. stuP.ents • preferences, column 
"< • ', j ,• ' • >• ~: I ' ' ' 

tb.ree.D,. th~'.t~~acher~' :fankineis;· ··ana··(}~hUnili'four; the estimated 

s t\tde~rs;'.·. ta;~)!;ng~ ~ .• '2:ea¢he:r!s an(( students are in agreement ' 
"• .I 

as to· th~ c1i,ff~c~ity·,·or e~~itiess ,-·9~ some exercises and in 
,' 'ro ,- •', ·,_., 0•'·' ' , 0 .' ,o, ' 0•, :. I ,'•',J i 

wide ~i~~g~~~ni~nt.: 6n ')oe:r;>t~in 6tb.dr 'exerci~es ~ •• This disagree-
·' ,l ,. , ·• . :-.' f t,i '',. ; ~·. .~ . 

Itit3nt ri; ho~''~o'·gr~ai 'B.s 6nij'• irn~d:it exp~ct since teachers' rank-

ings are likely to be unreliable, representing, as they do, the 



TABtE IV 

COMPARISONS OF FACTS FOR PREFERENCES AS SHOWN BY STUDENTS t 
REPORTS WITH .RANKING.S BY TEACHERS OF IVJATHEMATICS 

. AND WITH STUDENTS 1 RA:NKINGS ESTIMATED FROM 

Exercises* 

2 
8 
4 

10 
1 
9 
'7 
3 
6 
s 

PER CENTS OF EXERCISES CORRECTLY. SOLVED 

Students' 
preferences 

1 
2 " 
3 
4 
5 
6 
'7 
8 
9 

10 

Te.a-cners' 
;ranki a 

10 
2 
4 
5 
8 
9 
6 
3 
7 
1 

Students' 
rankin a 

10 
7 
5 
4 
8 
9 
3 
6 
1 
2 
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l One is liked best 
Ten is disliked most 

2-3 One is most difficult 
Ten is least difficult 

. ..... , No,te :. This table should be read as follows: exercise 
·two was highly preferred by students:, was ranked easy by the 
teaop(ll:r,s, anq. easy by tb.e .students; exercise eight was highly 
preferred by students, was ranked difficult by teachers.; and 
relatively .. ,easy by students.. Other items should be read 
similarly.. · 

1 •. 
2. 

. •, 3 .• 

1'!-Kay to exercises (Table IV) 
Evaluati.on of a formula . 
solution and check of an equation 
.sol~tion of an e,quation in which ooefficie.nta 
decimals · .·. ·· · · · · · ····· · 

4. · Soluti.on of. simultaneous linear equa.tions 
5. Problem-solvfng exercise · · · · ·· 

. 6. . Gr~ph of an eq~a tiono.line . . . 
rie Solution of a literal equation . 

. 8.· Simplification of .a .f'ractiqn. using ~actoring 
9. Problem in pr'oportion · · · ·· · ·.· · · ' 

10. Solution ot a fractional equat:i,on 

·' 1_ .• 

are 
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personality of the teachers, as well as the experience, 

ability, performance and character of the students they are 

teaching or have taught. The teachers of mathematics in the 

schools where the forms· ware administered did not rank the 

exercises for this investigation. Exercises two (solution 

of an equation), one (evaluation of-a formula), and nine 

(problem in proportion) we~e rated alike by teachers and 

S'l:i'Udents.. Exerc.ise two is hig}J.ly preferred while the other 

two exercises fall.~~~. more or less, into the undifferentiat·ed 

group. Several other rankings differed ey one point. The 

outstanding item of this table is exercise six (graph of an 

equation:.. line). Students highly disliked it· and ranked it 

as. the most difficult while teachers ranked it as being rel

a~ively easy. This finding disag:r:>ees with that of Thorndike 

_g~ven in Chapter II 0f .this study. Nyberg1 sta tea, in discuss

ing .topics to be emphasized in·advanoed algebra, ttsince graphs 

are. ove;r>-emphasize(j.. in the ninth grade, little time ne.ed be 

spe)1t ori this kind. of work.". The results of this study are 

in. ~ompl,ete.,disagreement·:witb his statement.· Emphasis on the 

··topic vari,ed with the respective .teachers. This was evident 

in_ making thf:J.,tabula.tions io ··The applied. problem, although tb.e' 

co.~tent :was: modert:~.<and vital .. to students,; :was next· most dis

·lik:~.d: by ·th~ stl:l,dents ·and, wa:s. r.ated difficult ey ·both· t'eacb.ers 

( 

·· · .. 1 Joseph A• .Nyberg, :'~Notes From a Mathematics Glass-
rooJ:U~If School Science~ Mathematics, 43: 843-7, December., 1943. 



and students. 

Lastly, this study was undertaken to determine the 

types of errors that predominate in the respective secondary~ 

school mathematics courses. The numbers arid types of errors 

made by these students in solvi~g the exercises on the form 

are tabulated in Table v. The types have been entered under 

five headings: answers obtained not checked~ not completed, 

npt attempted, confused, and lack of skill. The confused 

type ·Of error includes failure to comprehend the conditions 

of the problem, incorrect operations~ and carelessness other 

than not checking the answer obtained in the original problem. 

Errors in signs, errors in copying, and arithmetical errors 

were placed in the lack of skill type. A total of 1,~~125 

errors was m.ade on the test. Approximately 23 per cent of 

t.he.se :errors were of the confused type, 31 per cent of the 

lacl(of ·skill type, and 46 per cent were not attempted or 

not' completed.. The per cent. of· the last mentioned types is 

high pecal.lse of the· graph of the equation-line exercise. If 

those not ,,attempted, of this exercise were omitted, the per

cent cf·~rrors \'VOU.ld '!-~crease consider.ably~ There would 
,-, ' 

t~en be'22! per cent of this type, since over 40 per cent of· 
I, ' ' , i _, .,~ 

the students 'failed; to attempt ·the· exercise. It was not 
,, .' 1 ' 

intended )in tliia~: study to :determine how much more difficult 
I , , _ , , . , - ':: ~ ' . , : ,' , , ." ' : : ::·. ~ ' \. 

one exercise is' than another, b:u,t to discover the areas 

wherein the difficulties lie. 



TA.BLE V' 

NUMBERS AND TYPES OF ERRORS OF STUDENTS 
IN VARIOUS EXERCISES IN FIRST-YEAR ALGEBRA 

·'d 
Q) 
~ 'd <0 

•.-I Q) Q) -co'd +'> +'> 
Type .PQ) Q) 

~ .0.11 .-t 
of 0 (.) 

~ 
Q) 'd 

Q) +> Q) 

error ~,.q 0 +> Cl) 
Q) (.) (.) co ::;j 

in 15: 
~ U) +> ,,, +> +'> 

Exercises* ~g 0 0 0 z 12< 0 

1 0 5 12 5 
2 140 0 6 4 
3 118 0 7 0 
4 134 30 29 5 
5· 0 16 9'7 30 
6 0 43 152 89 
7 0 4 36 85 
8 0 10 10 8 
9 0 0· 31 15 

10 124 0 24 21 

30 

r-t 
...-1 
-.-1 
.11 
U) 

~ 
0 

.11 
(.) 

~ 

40 
12 
92 
48 

7 
21 

6 
37 

5 
83 

. . .. N:ote: This table should be read as follows: types 
of errors made in solving exercise one were; answer obtain
e(i.not eheckedJI. none; not completed, fi1re; not attempted, 
twelve; confused, five; lack of skill:> forty. Other items 
should be read in.a similar manner. 

' - . . .. ' ; - ' . -~ - . ' . ' ' ' 

·*Key! to exer(.}ises (Table V) 
·! 1. Evalus;tion of a formula ·· · 
. 2 ... Solution and che.ck o~ an equation 
3<~ · Solutiori'of ari equation in which coefficients 

4.. ~~~~~~:. oi simu:i'tatie'olis':d:n~:a:r:;: ei~quations 
5,., ·Problem--solving exercis~. 
6•. Graph or·an equation-line 

. 7$ Sol,utio~ of a liter~l equation . 
s• Simplification of a fraction using factoring · 

. 9. Prob,lem.. in proportion . . . . 
1'6~ 'solution of a fiaaotional ~quilt:toh 

·.·.·:_, .'· 

are 
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,.' 

Plane Geome~rz Data. In the g~ometry division there were 

225 students who disclosed their likes and dislikes of math-

ematics, of geometry1 and of various types of exercises 

which occurred during the course of the year in their geome 

etry work.. The tteva:Luation-t.€H3t;t' form in geometry was used 

and the results appear in Table VI-.. The per cent of students 

indicating a favorable attitude toward mathematics was 84.,9 

per cant,which is about 10 per cent higher than that of the 

students in first year algebra .. · Seventy-five per cant ex~ 

pressed a favorable attitude toward geometry. The per cent 

of students consistent in their checking at both pe_I"_i,ods was 

91.1. ·Of the remaining 8.9 per eent of the students who 

voted differently at the second period, one per cent now 

stated-that tb.ey disliked mathematics, five per cent that 

they we're_- unfavorable to geometry 11 and two and five tenths 

per cent-were favorable toward it. 

Per cents 'Of. the preferences of geometry students 

-£_or the -different types. of_ exercises are to be found in 

Table VII. These were obtained from the tabulation of thEf 

numbers of students who manifested their opinion on the 

ttevaluation-tast" at tb.e first check period., Preferences 
-

were b.igb. .for exercises three -{item requiring r.easo.ns for 

tb.e statements of a proof), one {simple "if-thantt relation

ship)., and four {construction exercise).·· Items seven (loous 
• I ' ' ' 

·problem}, nine {complete ga,ometric demcmstre.tion), and ten 



Like 
Total 
Boys 
Girls 

Dislike 
· Total 

Boys 
Gir~a · 

TABLE VI 

NtJMBERS AND PER CENTS OF GEOMETRY 
STUDENTS t PREFERENCES 'IN MATHEMATICS 

Mathematics Geometry 

Number Per eent; Number 
of oases of oases of oases 

191 84.9 169 
95 83 .. 3 93 
96 86 .. 5 76 

34 15.1 56 
19 16 .. 7 21 
15 13 .. 5 35 

32 

Per oent 
of oases 

75 .. 1 
81 .. 6 
68.5 

24.9 
18 .. 4 
31.5. 

. . , , ~ote: This table should be read as follows:· thirty
four stude.rit;sor 15.1 per cent of them Q.islike mathematics; 
fifty-six students or 24 .. 9 per cent of them dislike geometry. 
Other i te.ms in the table should be read in a similar manner. 

-'· \ 

•, ' 1\: ,:·, r , 
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TABTIE VII 
' . 

PER CENTS OF RELATIVE PREFERENCES OF 
STUDENTS IN VARIOUS FEATURES IN GEOMETRY 

Exercises* B NB. X ND 

1 20.4 19 .. 1 57.,3 1.3 
2 1.8 4.0 '87.6 3 .. 6 
3 24 .. 0 19.6 39 .. 6 8 .. 9 
4 ·17.,8 17.3 53.6 7 .. 6 
5 .9 2.2 67.3 17.8 
6 19.1 13e8 60 .. 0 2.2 
7 2.2 4 .. 9 59 .. 1 10.7 
8 7.1 6 .. 2 61.3 15 .. 1 
9 o.o 4.0 61 .. 6 17.8 

10 6.7 8.0 55 .. 6 16.0 

D 

L,S 
3~1 

8 .. 0 
4e0 

12.0 
4e9 

23.1 
10 .. 2 
l6e9 
13 .. 8 

. . .. _Note: This tab1.e should be read as .follows: frequency 
of preferences of students for exercise three 'of "best' liked" 
was 24 per cent. 6 "liked next best" was 19.6 per cent., "undif
ferentiated" was 39~6 per cent, ttnext most disliked" was 8.9 
p~r cent, an9- ','mos~ dislikedn w,as 8, per cent.. FrE!qUer;t.cy of 
pre·feren<H9's .for other items should be read similarly .. 

· ' · *Key to 'exer(Hses' (Table VII) .·· 

1. ·., ;'simpi~l "ff.;.'theb:''' r~iatioriship ' 
2.. Opigin~l,, involv~.J:lg ~b,e usf\1. of a. fprmula .. 
3~"' Reasons required for statements'ol:'··a proof 
4 e., Qonst,r,uetion e1(erci~e. ,No, proof. required.. ., .. , .. , , 
5. :aelatiorish1:p express'ed i:n forni of a·l'it'eral equation 
6. Origil;lal i.t,lvol ying pri~(}iplea of s imila.r polygons 

>7/ '·Locus· 'problem · •/< · '" · · ( • ·· ' · · · · •. 

8. 'I'J:'~~s+E\tion, of. a .. theo;re,Ir! int.o, ~yml:)olic ge<np.~tr~c , .. ··.·. 
··. form.···· Required the ·figure,;· hypothesi's ~ 1·and conclusion 

9,. Complete geometric demonst:r:>ation 
10. Complet'e :algebraic' pr·oO:f of pYthagorean. Theorem'·. 

, .. ,, 
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(algebraic proof of Pythagorean Theorem) were quite unpop

ular. Exercises two (original involving .the use of a formu

la}, and five (relationship 9xpressed in the form of a liter

al equation) .have high· ratings in: the undifferentiated group .. 

It will be noted in Table. VIII, which states the 

numbers and per cents of exercises ·correctly solve~~ that 

four of the exercises, one, three, four, and six1 were cor

rectly solved by more ·than 80 par cent of the students., and 

seven items were correctly solved by 50 per cent or more·or 

the students. Less than 15 per cent correctly solved ex

ercise five. Approximately one per cent correctly solved 

all exercises. 

The data for the comparisons of facts for preferences 

as shown by the students• reports with rankings by teachers 

of mathe.mat.ics and .with estimated students' rankings are· 

.disclO'sad in Table :tx.. St"Ude.nts' pre.t'erences listed in 

c'c:>lu.nui t\vo were obtained from the data of Table VII; teachers' 

ranking~ in cblwm:a'tbree,~~ from the rankings by twenty-six 

teachers .who wez:e m,embars of an associa~ie>.n of mathematics -

/teachers~·. st~dehts.•:, ra.nking~ .. in cplump. .four, from the data 
,1,' ' I ' ' ' ' 

·in Ta'ble 'viii. · A pr0n~:!'b..~nt te'ature or the table is thai; in 

9:pout 8p. :P~r (}.ant ·of ·tl:ie items(, ·t;Ja.chers and students were in 

agreeriJ.~n,.t ·a.~ to' tb.8'' :d.:iffic~lt:y: ·o~. ·a~s.iness •i<Si 'the 'ex~rcises .. 

I · · :t'.f · t to .. ;d.:fscover :tn··~·· t b n an e ... · o~. . . . . . . . . ypes . of errorFJ made y 
.• ' .. . , i' ' 

· geometry, students 1 tabulations were made under four headings: 



TABI.\E VIII 

NUMBERS ANI) PER CENTS OF EXERCISES 
CORRECTLY SOLVED BY STUDENTS IN GEOMETRY 

Numbers Per cents 
E.xercises.;t- oo~,rectly solv.ed correctly 

1 185 82.2 
2 148 65 .. 8 
3 189 84.0 
4 199' 88 .. 4 
5 32 14 .. 2 
6 181 80.,4 
-7 112 49.8 
8 114 50.,7 
9 105 46 .. 7 

10 76 33.,8 

35 

solved 

N6te: This table· should be read as follct>ws: ·. exercise 
four was correctly solve& by one hundred ninety-nine students 
or by 88.4 per oent of the.n;t. .Other items should be read in a 
similar lllllri:ner.~ •· · ·· ·· 

· ~*Keyito exarclse.J5 '{Table· VIII) 
,, ; > 

1., s:tin:P:te ·nir:...tlien" 're1ati<Dnahip · . 
2., Origirlal·:imrolV'irig <the use of a formula· . 

·· 3., Reasons· required .for the statements of a proof' 
4 ~ Constrlictiori exeroi.'se •. No proof ·reqUired. 
5.' ·. R(9'Hitionship 'expressed in the form of a literal 

equation . . . . . . .. . . . · . 
6. Originar·:r.nvolvingpri:nciples ~of similar polygons· 
7. Locus prGble.ni · .•. 
8~'·. Trahalationof a·theorem:in.to ·symbolic geometric 

form. Required .tb.e figu,re, _hypothesis~ conclusion 
9. Complete geometric demonstration 

10. (Jomplete algeqraio proof of Pythagorean Theorem 
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TABLE IX 

COMPARISONS OF FACTS FOR PREFERENCES AS SHOWN BY STUDENTS' 
REPORTS WITH RANKINGS BY TEACEERS OF MATHEMATICS 

3 
l 
4 
6 
2 

,8 
5 

10 
9 
7 .. 

AND WITH STUDENTS' RANKINGS ESTIMATED FROM 
PER CENTS OF'ExERCISES CORRECTLY SOLVED 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 ., 
8 
9 

10 

.1 0!le is liked best 
Ten is disliked most 

One is most difficult 
Ten is least difficult 

Note: This table should be read as follows: exercise 
: s,evElJ:l was highly disliked by students, and was ranked as 
rather difficult by teachers and by students. Other items 
should be read in a similar manner$ 

. t ,_ . ·, • . .-.'1-: : < ' • ~ -. ' ' ' > 

'" Key to exercises (Table IX) 
1. Si;rnp:t,e. "if-then'~ relatj,ol)ship, .. . . I 

2. Origi.1;1al involving the use of a formula 
3.• ,Reasons required for the statements I of a proof 
4.., Construction exercise. No proof required .. 

J5• ~elationship.expressed in the form, of. a literal 
equation · · · ·· · · · 

~·6• :.Original involving principlefl of'"similar polygons 
· 7. · Locus problem · ·· · ·· · 

8: •. Translatiop Of a theorem, into syi!lbolio geometric . 
form. Required the figure, hypothesis~· conclusion 

9 •... ·Complete geome.trio P,emonstration .·.·· .·· ... , ·.• . 
· io. Complete algebraic proof of ·Pythagorean Theorem 

. ' . (' 
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not oGmlpleted, not attempted., confused, and lack of skill .... 

Errors due to not sensing the "if-then'' relationship and to 

a meager understanding of proof have been put into the con

tused type. These are ·subnd.tted in Table X~ These students 

had a t0tal of 809 errors. Approximately 51 per cent were 

of the confused type, six per cent of the lack of skill type, 

and 43 per cent of the not attempted or not completed typese 

The "not attempted" colwnn lists 142 for exercise ten, which 

ora.inarily would mean that over ~0 per cent of the students 

were not able to give a solution. However, since 10 per cent 

of the students had not complete~ the solution of item nine, 

it is probable that at least some of these students would 

have correctly solved exercise ten had time permitted.. At 

the CCllmmencement of this project, the teachers were requested 

to devote just two periods '~0" t'he cause of this ·study. 
' ·' • . I 

The ·nwriber o:f students' manifesting 
• • ' ·, ~ > 

their li.kes and d~slikes of mathematics and 0f algebra is 
f',' . 

comparativ~ly .'smafl in advanced algebra classes. Only 100 
~ 'r ', '•' - r• I . ' ' ,, ' , ~ , I:: J ' • • •. ' 

sttiden~s,-vo;-ce~·,tne:t.r,'opinion on the .•'eva~uation-testtr form., 

The·· questions used to iH~cure the students' attitud.e" toward 

matb.eme,.tics ~nd\alg~bra .were' the·· se:me as ori the first· year 
1
' I 

1 

•- > • ' 1 

I : C >' ' I ' 1i' ~ 1 ' • 1 

algebra form .. ' The ten ~;xe:rc±s~.s lfste
1
c').' are typi§aiot. the 

OJ:lSS eno"olit)tered·'fri.<an. a'dvariced ;S.igebra course .... Tabl.e XI 
• , I . ,, <'

4
;' i ,:'. i • ' ·~)· ':.. ' . .'' ,·· ''., ;, :':': '. ,, 

reveals the attitude of these students toward.the subjects. 
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TABLE X 

NUMBERS AND TYPE~ OF ERRORS 
OF·STUDENTS IN VARIOUS EXERCISES IN GEOMETRY 

ro ro r-1 
<ll <ll r-1 
+" +" •r-4 

Type Q) p.; M 
r-1 ~ tl.l 

of § Q) ro 
+" <ll "-' error +" Cl) 0 

C) (lj ~ 

in * -- "-' .1.1 
+" +" Q C) 

Exercises 0 0 0 
~ ;z; z. 0 

1 0 3 37 0 
2 2 29 26 20 
3 17 0 19 0 
4 0 14 12 0 
5 0 60 133 0 
6 0 5 8 31 
7 0 41 72 0 
8 12 26 73 0 
9 29 65 26 0 

10 10 142 7 0 

38 

Note:· This table should be read. as follows: types 
of e~rors made in solving exercise three were., not completed, 
saventeenr not attempted,· none; confusedJ~ nineteen; lack of 
skill$ none(} Other items sl:wuld be read in a similar manners 

~Key to exercises (Table X) 
1,; · Simple "if-th~n11' relationship' '· 
2., Original .involving the: use of a formula 
3ii 'Reasons required for the statements of a proof· 
4. Construction exercise., .No proof required.· 
:5. .,Re'lationship expressed :in the'· form o:f' a literal 

equation 
6. 0rig:LnaX<involving" ·principle's of ·silnilar ·.Polygons 
'7e Locus prQblem 
\8~ Tran.slation :.of a theorem into syJ:i1bol1c geo1mil'trio 

,formo .Required the fj_g'llre; hypothesis, conclusion 
>g,. •· ·Complete geometric demonstration . 

10.. Col!lplete algebraic pro()f of ,Pythagoreaa Theorem 
\.)'::,:' '·'(:;~-\:''.',(,,,~·- \.,r,·_-,·" ··.·.\··; .';·;·,. ·~···::·, 

I '• • ~ 
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Ninety-two per cent were favorable toward mathematics and 

89 per 0ent; toward algebrao Ninety-two per cent were con

sistent in their oheckings at both periods. Five of the 

eight per cent who were inconsistent in their cheokings 

were £avorable to both mathemat~cs and algebra at the last 

check period .. The remaining tbree·per cent were unfavorable 

·to alge:brao A perusal or Tables I; VI, and XI discloses the 

fact that the number of boys and girls .enrolled in first 

year alge3bra and in gaomatl"Y ware about equal, while in the 

advanced algebra, the number of boys was double that of the 

girls •. However, the per cent of girls liking advanced al ... 

ge,bra/ exceeds that of the boys by eight. 

Table XII gives the pa~ cents of preferences of the 

students for various features in advanced algebra determined 

from th.e number of votes at tb.e first check period. Pre

ferences are high i:or exercises two (solution of a fraotion

:e;l" equation) and one (direct variation). Exercises ten (sim

plification involving neg~tiveexponen.ts) and eight (problem

solving exercise) are highly disliked.. The four items (four, 

five, six, and seven) involving the use of q~adratics occupy 

a unique place on the table in the undifferentiated column. 

Not ariy of the 'four exercises a.re- highly preferred or highly 

disliked. 

Per cents of correctly s.o.lved ·exercises are shown 

·in Table XIII• No. one of the s.tudents cerreotly solved 
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Like 
Total 
Boys 
Girls 

Dislike 
.Total 
Boys 
Girls 

TABI.iE XI 

NUMBERS AND PER CENTS OF· ADVANCED ALGEBRA 
STUDENTS' PREFERENCES IN MATHEMATICS 

Mat he.ma t i·9 s Algebra 

Number Per cant Number 
of cases of cases of cases 

92 92.0 89 
60 60.0 57 
32 32.0 32 

8 8.0 ll 
6 6.0 9 
2 2.0 2 

4o 

Per ce.nt 
of cases 

89.0 
57.0 
32 .. 0 

ll.O 
9.0 
2.0. 

· ·" · Note: This. table should be read as follows: ·ninety
two 'students or, 92 per cent expressed a .favorable attitude '• 
toward mathematics'; eighty-nine students or 89 per cent ex
pressed a favorable attitl,lde tow~rd algebra. Other items 
in the table should be read in a' similar manner • 

. ·,1.·· 

" ... · ,. 

/. -. 
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TABLE XII 
' . 

PER CENTS OF RELATIVE PREFERENCES OF STUB.ENTS 
FOR VARIOUS FEATURES IN ADVANCED ALGEBRA 

Exercises* B NB X ND 

l 20 .• 0 9.0 60.0 5.0 
2 26.0 17.0 . 45.0 5.0 
3 12,.0 10.0 62.0 7.0 
4 5 .. 0 3 .. 0 75 .. 0 8.0 
5 6.0 '' 9 .• 0 76 .. 0 9.0 
6 5 .. 0 9.0 78.0 4.0 
7 3.0 14.0 76.0 1.0 
8 6.,0 13 .. 0 37.0 22.0 
9 14 .. 0 18.0 46.0 7 .. 0 

10 2.0 1.0 36.0 32.0 

41 

D 

6.,0-
7.0 
9 .. 0 
9.0 
.o 

4.0 
6.0 

22.0 
7.0 

29.0 

. . . . . . Note: This table should be read as follows: frequency 
of preferences of students for exercise nine of' "best liked" 
was 1~, per cent., "liked next b.est 11 was 18 per cent, 11undiffar
entiatedn was 46 per cent, "next most disliked" was 7 per cent,~~ 
and. "most di~likedtt was. 7, per .c.ent.. Frequency. of pre:f'erences 
for oth~r exercises should be read in a similar manner. 

·;*Key to exercises (Table XII} 

1. Direct·variation 
· .2. Solution of a fractional equation, 
3. Solution of a formula for a designated variable 

· 4. Solut.ion of a qU:adrat,ic equation by completing 
the square · 

·· .5. ·.Solution of a set of .equations . ., one is a quadratic,. 
one is a linear · · 

6. Formation of a .quadratic equat.io,n, given :the. roots 
7. Combination of radicals · ·· · · · 
8. Problem-solving exercise 
9. Computation by logarithms 

10. Simplification involving negative exponents 
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all the items on this form. Only one of the exercises, 

three, was correctly solved by more than 50 per cent of the 

students& Exercises two (solution of a fractional equation) 1 

five (solution of a set· of equations, one a ·quadratic), and 

ten (lengthy simplification) wer~ correctly solved by less 

than 10 per cent of the students. Solution of a formula 

for a designated variable and computation by logarithms were 

easiest while sets of eguations, one a quadratic, and lengthy 

simplifications were m0st difficult. All exercises seemed. 

difficult to the students. 

Comparisons of facts for preferences as shown by stu

dents' votes with rankings by teachers of mathematics and 

with estima-ted students' rankings are submitted in Table XIV. 

Students' preferences as shown in column two were obtained 

from the data in Table XII; the teachers' rankings in column 

three·trom the judgment of twenty~six members of an associa

tidn of' mathematics teachers; and the students' estimated 

rankings. from the data in Table XIII. In the ranking of the 

exerci~es.teachers and students did not agree on any one of

them.··. ·At least one point of difference .e:~dsts on all ex

ercises'~ Exercise three, was rated rathe,r difficult by the 

teachers and the.students .rated it: the easiest on the 
.:J. i.'•," 

"evalU:ati6n-terstn form,; . It was preferred by the students. 

Ex~rcise .f',ive was rated !>elatiV€J.lY :eas,y by .. t8-e .teachers and 
,\ . , ,, ,·,·. ,-, \ L-; 
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Exercises* 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

·TABLEXIII. 
. . 

NUMBERS AND PER CENTS OF .EXERCISES 
CORRECTLY SOLVED BY STUDENTS IN 

ADVANCED AW~BRA 

Numbers Per cents 
correctly solved correctly 

36 36 .. 0 
9 9 .. 0 

57 57 .. 0 
27 2'7.0 

1 1 .. 0 
34' 34 .. 0 
34 34$0 
22 22 .. 0 
42 42 .. 0 

2 2.0 

43 

solved 

· Note: This table should be read as follows: exercise 
one was·~ correctly solved by thirty-six students or by 36 per 
cent o+ them~ Other items should be read in a similar manner. 

*Key to exercises (Table XIII) 

1.. Direct variation 
2. Solution of a fractional equation 
3., Solution of a formula for a desigr).ated v.arfable 
4 .. Solution of a quadratic equationby completing the 

square 
5. Solution of a set of equations, one is a quadratic, 

tb.e other a linear 
6. Formation of a quadratic equation, given the roots 
7 .. Combination of radicals 
8. Problem-solving exercise 
9. Computation by logarithms 

10. Simplification involving negative exponents 
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most. difficult by the student's. It falls into the undif

f'ere'ntiated group of exercises • The problem-solving exercise 

and the one with lengthy ·s_implification were highly disliked 

and ranked as. difficult by both teachers and students. Agree

ment .. was closer in the last mentioned exercises than in any 

01' the others. 

The numbers a.nd types of errors made by the students 

are indicated in Table ~,XV. These students had a total of 

750 errors. Approximately 32 per cent were of the confused 

type, .23 per cent of lack of skill type$ and 45 per cent of 

the no,t attempted or not completed types. Errors made by 

these students far exceed those made by the students in the 

other divisions.. Errors due to confusion were greater than 

those due .to lack of skill. These students did the poorest 

work and' firs.t-year:- algebra students did. the best work. 

This analysis is not complete because of the un-
<,, ·, ',•,,_' 

predictable factors that are present in all studies of this 
'. 

type .. · 
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TABLE XIV 

COMPARISONS OF FACTS FOR PREFERENCES AS SHOWN ;BY STUDEN'11S' 
REPORTS WITH RANKINGS BY TEACHERS. OF MATEEMATICS 

AND WITH STUDENTS' RANKINGS ESTIMATED FROM 
PER CENTS OF EXERCISES CORRECTLY SOLVED . . 

Exercises~x-

2 
1 
9 
3 
5 
6 
7 
4 
8 

10 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

1 One is liked.best 
Ten is disliked most 

8 
10 

6 
4 
7 
5 
9 
2 
3 
l 

3 
8 
9 

10 
1 
7 
6 
5 
4 
2 

2-3 one is most difficult 
Ten is least difficult 

Note: This table should be read as follows: exercise 
one was. highly preferred by the students, was ranked easy by 
the teachers, and easy by the students. Other items should 
be re~d in a simiJ..ar mannere 

l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 

10. 

*Key to. exercises {Table . XIV). 
Direct variation 
Solution of a fractional equation 
Solution·ofa .formula for a designated variable 
Solution of a quadratic equation by completing the 
square··· 
S<Dlution of a set of equations, one isa quadratic, 
the other a linear 
Formati'On .of. a quadratic equation~ given the ·roots 
Combination of radicals 
Problem-solving exercise · '. 
Computation by logarithms 
Simplification invo~vingneg~tive exponents 
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Type 
of 

error 
in 

Exeroises-?e-

1 
2 
3 
4 

' .5 

6 
7 
8 

.. ., . 
9 

10 
,-, ; 

TABLE XV 

NUMBERS AND TYPES OF ERRORS OF STUDENTS 
IN VARIOUS EXERCISES IN ADVANCED AlGEBRA 

"0 
jg "0 "0 

•.-1 CD Q) 

roro +> - +> 
+> Q) Q) 

~ .0~ r-1 
0 (.) 

~ 
<D "0 

Q) +> Q) 

h..C:: 0 .p fll 
Q) (.) (.) ro ::l 

~+> +> ·.p 1:1 
~ 

0 0 0 0 
~ z z 0 

0 0 4 60 
4 0. 0 0 
0 0 4 39 

24 0 ;38 35 
0 8 69 22 
0 7 50 0 oL 0 17 12 
0 12 29 37 

···o· ~o 6 14 
0 0 72 23 

46 

r-1 
r-! 
oM 
~ 
(J) 

er.t 
0 

~ 
(.) 

ro 
....:! 

0 
91 

0 
0 
0 
9 

37 
0 

38 
3 

. . Note: This t!ible should be reaq. as .. follows: , ty~s 
of errors·made in solving exercise tour were, answer obtained 
not .chac.ked1. twenty-four; not completed., none; not attempted~ 
thirty-eight; obhfused., thirty-five; lack of skill, none • 
. Other. items sb.ould be re13-d sim,ilarly (I , 

. *Kay to exercises (Table XV) 
Direct variation 
Solution of a. fractional equation .. 
Solution of' a formula for a designated variable 
Sol;ution of a quadrat ;to equation .by completing the 
square · · · · · · · ···· · ·· · 

5 .... Solut~i.on of. a.set of $quat,ions, one is a qu~(iratie, 
· · one is a linear · · ·· 

6. Formatipn ()f a quadratic equa:tion, giv.en the r.oots 
7. Combina'tion of ra:di.cals · · · ·· · · · · · 
8., ProbleJ.ll-:-solving exercise 
9. Computation by logaritl:uns 

10. Simplification involvin~.neg:a~;;ve.exponen~s. 



CHAPTER IV· 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS 

·I. SUMMARY AND' CONCLUSIONS . 

The various facts revealed~ by .the data of this study 

point to the following significant findings: 

1. Algebra was liked a trifle more than either mathe

matics in general or geometry. 

A favorable attitude was manifested by '75 per cent-or 

more of the students toward·mathematics in general~ by 630 per 

cent or more toward algeb:t>E\1 and by 75 .per cent toward geolll.e

try.. This would seem to indicate that mathematics is a well

liked subject. All courses were electives except first-year 

algebra in the large high school where all students with an 

t~ Q.;of 90 or more were· required to take it .. 

· 2. Students were highly consiaten.t in stating their 

·preferences. They know what they .l,ike apd what they d.is

I:tke aboutmatb.em.atics. 

Geometry and advanced algebra students were more 

'stable than first-year algebra student.s.. This was to be 

expected as freshmen are generally les·s ·mature and their 

attitudes are. more easily changed :tb.an, those of more 

mature students~· 

3. Problem-solving exercises, even tholl,gh>i;he, con

. tent involved activities of present-day .youtb.1 wei'e highly. 
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disliked in both algebra divisionso Originals in geometry 

were in the undifferentiated group. 

Problem-solving exercises and originals are rather 

difficult. A relatively high I. Q,. is needed to solve most 

of them successfully and to expe~ience a sense of mastery. 

4. There was evidence in the three divisions that 

students were handicapped when a literal instead of a numer

ical result was required. 

The exercises requiring a-literal result had high rat

ings in the undifferentiated group. In only one exercise 

(three, on the advanced algebra form) was this ty,Pe rated as 

easy by the students. This need not be taken .seriously, as 

only 56 per cent·of the students correctly solved the exercise .. 

All items on this form were poorly performed. Teachers rank

ed the exercises requiring' literal .results a.t the mid-point 

of the ten· exercises in each list. Literal numbers are new 

·and· strange to students of secondary-school mathematics, 

while a.rithmetical·nu:mbers are familiar to theme 

5. Decimals were disliked by the students. The dis.;; 

~ike acquired for thefu in arithmetic seems to persist. 

· Exercise three·, for ·example,· in first-year algebra 

was disliked by·: the sttide·nts' whereas exercis.e two was liked 

best by them~ The only difference in the two exercises is the 

decimal coefficients in exercise three'. Both are solutions of 

an equation. ·· Exercise two· .was ranked ea·siest by the students 
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and exercis.e three, relatively di.t'ficult. 

6. Fractional equations and items involving the use 

o:f :fractions were rather hig):lly liked .in spite of the .fact 

that the students found them difficult and 'did the work poor-

ly$ 

Perhaps the students were iafluence.d. favorably by the 

word "equation" since the solution ot an equation is a well

liked exercise by students. 

7. There was evidence that carelessness was responsi

ble .for student.s' not cb.ecki.ng .the answer obtained in the 

,,prigin~L problem when requested te d,e so. 

Fol"'. example, in first-year algebra there were four 

items reque~ting:.a check of the answer obtained and usually 

, only on~ o:r. two of ;these 1te:m.'3 were. checked. 

8. Confusio%1 of thougt).'P, was responsible for many

errors; carelessness (other than not checking the answer "; '.'· ·, '" . " ' ' 

obtained in the original exer.cise) was responsible for some. 

In the problem-solving exercises, students .failed 

to recognize t~e relationships. involved .and. to state these 

,J:'f3~at~on.shi,P.~. in fjqt;tations., . Exerci~es ·requirillg more than 

onE! answer, w,er~ oft.~n c~rrectlw, splved for one answer only e 

9~ :Lengthy simplificatipns::were very much disliked 

by the s:tudents ... 

Teacher,s an(t studen,:t.s ra,n,ked these i.tems. Jl's most dif

ficult ..... " A .. ca.rei''!ll· s.tudy of exercise ,.ten in advanced, algebra 
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revealed that·. 72 per cent of the students did not attempt the 

·exercise and of those who did do so.~~ 23 per oent made errors 

of the confused type.. Some of the dis'like may be due to 

difficulty, but far more appears to be due to the habit of 

manipulating without understanding fundamentals. 

10. Mastery of simple items "in arithmetical computa

tion was lacking .. 

Work with decima:ls was generally disliked and poorly 

performed. 

11. An understanding of mathematical concepts and 

principles seems to be lacking in much of the work in ad

vanced algebra. 

The large per cent of advanced algebra students who 

failed t.o solve correctly or even to attempt the exercises 
. ! 

te~ds ·to indicate. that a learning difficulty and possibly a 

faulty teaching procedure were involved .. 
• ' ' 't, ' ' ' 

12. Exercises involving the use of quadratics were 

rarely ·liked • 

. Only a small number of students attempted to solve 
' .. ·, ~ 

these exer-.cises and many of those wb.o did attempt them in= 

correctly solved them. Students probably feel a lack of 
} ,. ' •• ·: •• ,·. • ' • ' • • ' ,. J " • '! :' '~ "; ' ' 

Jl1aStt)rY and confidence. i.n, dealing with them .. 
'' 

13. Simple 0 if-tb.en" relatio.nship exercises and con

structions were most P~PU:lar~ith geometry students .. 
I . 

Locus problems and geometric demonstrations were 
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l4c Students liked the exercise requiring an algebra-

ic proof better than that requesting a geometric proof., 

Even though the teachers rated the exercise requiring 

an algebraic proof as moat diffic?lt, the students rather 

liked ito Most of those who attempt-ed to solve it did so 

correctlyc Probably these students were familiar with this 

form of proof from the~r first-year algebra worko 

15. Errors in geometry we~e chiefly of the confused 

typeo 

Students had a meager understanding of proof and had 

difficulty in sensing the "if-thenn relationsb.ipse 

II. SUGGESTIONS 

These suggestions are based largely on the conclusions 

of this particular study; however, a few are derived from 

classroom experienceso 

lc A feature not disclosed in the tables but quite 

evident in the tabulating of the results of the "evaluation

tests" is that the teacher or the methods used by the teacher 

in presenting certain phases of the subject are potent in

fluences in shaping the likes and dislikes of the students. 

Teachers need to be cognizant of this fact during their 

teaching periods. 

2., The fundamental definitions and principles upon 
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which the subject is built need a great deal of emphasis in' 

order not to cause confusion later. 

3$ Students have a tendency to omit the exercises 

which answers are not immediately known.. Tney should be en-

couraged to work on the problem~.for doing so often suggests 

an answer. This will give confidenbe for another attempt in 

the future .. 

4.. Teachers need to stress the checking of the answer 

obtained. This checking should become habitual, for it tends 

to make students more self-reliant and accurate in their work. 

5. Students do not want to do some of the things which 

they ought to do and if teachers know these attitudes, they can 

do much to change or re-direct them into proper channels. 

er to present this challenge to the students.. Continuous ·

inter-action of the students' best efforts with those of the 

teacher are necessary. 
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MANUAL OF DIRECTIONS 
' ' ' 

A STUDY TO DETERMINE· FACTORS I}.IJ"FLUENCING LIKES 

·· AND DISLIEES 0F STUD~NTS OF FIRST-YEAR ALGEBRA 
' . 

PROCEDURE. 
I 
1 TO THE. INSTRUC.TOR: Hav:e students w~ite ~heir names$ name 

. I of t.hfb .school.,!) and underscore the word 
: 1 likes or dislikes in each statement .. 
'j 
· ! READ TO STUDENTS: 

r. 
: :1 

" I 

Here is a list of exercise.s that you have had in your 
algebra work this year e Some of them you liked very much and 
others you disliked., Since boys and girls today are honest 
and open in expressing their likes and dislikes of the various 
supject'fl they are studying, ~.ill you please re~d the following 
exercises ·carefully-•YOUNEED NOT SOLVE TEE PROBIBMS--a.nd then 
check the one.you liked best~ B;; the one you liked next best., 
NB; the one~you.disliked~most, D; the one ypu next most dis
liked, ND? 

. Remember--:Y0\1 need not solve the problems and your 
score will not be recorded by your teacher. This is not a 
test •. 

· I will now help you. recall the steps involved in 
solving:each exercise. A.fter.I b~v.e read .. tbe,steps used 
in a9.lcb of the ten exercises you will go back and checl;c the 
exercises as directed" BOOK. and THINK only of the exercise 
that:I-am.talking abo.ute. Gb.~~k.. none .of ;the exercises.until 
I have finished all ten of .. themii · 

.: .. ExERCISE., 1 . 

.When c ::: 14.r~ .. ·find the 'value of F from the .. formul.a, 
5(F-32) = 90• .. 

. . 

In a formula,,, letters; ,stapd .to~ i:tunibers~ 9:nd~ nUlnl>ers :may 
be substituted :for them• . . . . .·· . . . . . . . 

(1) Substitute .the given}:va~ue .:in place of letter, C 
(2) Perform. the. operation within;.parentb.esia:. 
{3) M-q.ltiplyas indicated · 
(4) Divide by coefficient of F 
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Solve and check the tollo•ing equation: 
· · · -st2:X 7 s·t == 5(x + 4) .. 

'To rtnd tlie. vaJ:ue or· ~~e ~.tilqi<:lwn in ·this eq~ation 
·· ll) Perform the 1h(licated multiplications 

(2) G•t~I~ terms containing the unknown in the left 
member 

(3) o6mbine terms 
(4) Divide by the CO(lff1cient- of the unknown 
(5) Check your answer by substituting in tbe 

origlnal.equat1on 

IDtEIW'ISE 3 

Solve and check the following equation: 
0.5x-t0.7x-0 .. 6=3.0 · 

Equations containing decimals are solved in tb.e same way 
as ordinary numerical equations. 

(l) Oom.bine_ like terms 
(2) Get all terma.tb.at do not contain the unknown in 
. the. right .member of .equation 
(5) .Div.ide by eoefiricient of unknown 
(4) Che·ok yow. answer in .. original e,quation 

' 't' " 

EXERCisE 4 

.Solve and eheek the fol~owing equations: 3m+- 7n =34 
., 7m+8n =46 

A cemmon. solutJ:on must be f',¢lund. for .. this pa~r. of e·q-qations. 
(ll •· Mtiltipl.y: bo:ittc .sl:des . ot· each equa trion by .e. number 

. {this . ntimbe.r .i:t( usual~y ,d1:r.f.erent,. for.. the. two 
eq*a,·ttonsl. that .wirl-~··makEf .~he .c.oefflc~ents of one 

····or.· tb:e ·u11kno1n:1 have.:tnecsame ... abaoiut$ v;ilue but 
opp(>:s:rte·: 'Slg~s, :tp. .. the tvro equations · · · · 

(2'} ·A-aa:'t'ne mem:oers ·ot~ tliese two new eq"Aations so as 
. . . . to .eltmtnat·$ ·tn'Is: 'unknown ·,. · , . . . ....... • .· : · 
(3t· ~ SC)lvei *J:ie. re su;tt:~ilg: . o,q\la't't6.n · fo-r . t'lie .l.fuknown 
(4J ·· ·substi:tute· your ~nawer fozo t.hi.s unknown .1n either 

or:··tnie g:1veh equati:o'i1s.In:·q:rder: to .fi!ld ·the value 
·oi' 'the unknown Y9ti :t'lrst·· elbdn.a·ted 

(5) Ohec.k by subst:1tut'1ng. yoUr, answer ... in botb 
equations 
! 



(2) 

(3) 
(4) 
(5) 

EXERCISE 5 

e. ·graph of the equation, y = 2x + 1 
Choose value for x and by substitution find the 
corresponding value of y 
Make· a table of these corresponding values of x. 
and y · 
Plot the points on the chart. 
Using a ruler, draw a line through these points 
Label the graph 

EXERCISE 7 

. Solve the equation for ·tu 2a+ 2n= b+ c 
,,. :'' 

L:tteral ;equations are. solved in .the same way as formulas~ 
. ' (1) You':wish to ~ve • a,ll .terms corita·ini.tig n (in this 

.· case only one term) on one . side of the equation 
'and all other terll1S en the 'otlie·r side. Therefore, 

' : , to :.get'Lrid :of 2a, add -2a to both sides 
(2) .. ·Divide both side·sof t;h~ 'equation<by·the co• 

. · efficient of n .· . , ·· · 
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EXERCISE 8 

cl.lSnge the following fraction to the simplest form: 
2 ·. 
X~ 9 

x2+5x + 6 
Fractions are very comnion in algebra and in all branches of 
mathematics$ While using them1 you increased your under
standing of arithmetic fractions.~· To change the fraction 
to its simplest form:. 

(1) Factor the nu.m.erator and deno1n.inator 
(2) Divide both numerator and denominator by the 

common factor 

.EXERCISE· 9 

The highschool basketball team has won 4 out of 5 
g~es ,played. At this rate out ·of 1·0 games which they are 
to play, how many .will they win? 
'. ,'· 

This is a .problem: in pro:portion., You are to find a number 
whi.ch has the same .. r.elation ·to 10, the number of games to 
be played1 as 4 1 the number of games already won; has to 5 1 
the number or game.s .played. 

·· (1) Determine the ,equs.J.,ity of ratios . 
. (2) Solve the fractional equation 

·· .·• , EXERCISE 10 
.c 

.. ·. Solve and check the equation: a+ 5 _ a+ 2 = 2 
.... ·' .... 4 9 

Fr.actional e·quations should be changed so that they con
tain no fractions. Then they may be solved like other 
equations. 

(l) Multiply b<i>th sides of the equation by a number 
that will g~t rid of all fractions 

(2) . -~erform 'the. multiplications· indicated 
(3) Combine terms 
(1:) Get all terms containing the u.nlmown on the 

left side of the equation and all the.· other 
terms on the right l · 

(5) Divide both aides o:f the equation by the co
efficient o:f the unknown 

(6) Check by substituting your answer in the 
original equation 

Now go back and check the exercises. 
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MANUAL OF. DIRECTIONS 

A STUDY. TO DETERM!NE~.FAOTORS. INFLtiENG.ING LIKES 

AND .DISLIRES .OF STUDENT.S . OF PLANE GEOIVlETRY 

:PROCEDURE 

TO THE INSTRUCTOR: Have students write their names$ name 
of the school1 and. underscore .. the word 
like.s or dislikes in each. statement .. 

Here.is a list of exercises that you have had in your 
gerometry work tb:is year... Some of them you. liked very muc-h 
and others. you disliked.: .·Since boys and girls today are 
honest and open in expressing .their likes and dislikes ot' 
the various subjects they are studying, wi_ll you please 

·read the following exercises carefully--YOU NEED .NOT SOLVE 
TEE PROBLEMS••and the.n cheek. the. one you liked .best, B; 
the one you like.d next best a NB; the one you disliked 
most, D; the one you next most disliked» ND. 

Remember--you need not solve tb.e problems and your 
score will not. be recorded by y-our t.eacher. This is not 
a: test • 

. I will now help_ you recall the steps involved in 
solving each exercise 0 . After I have read the steps used 
1n each .of the ten exercises you will go back and check 
tb:e exerc-ises as dire oted.. LOOlL and THINK only of tb.e 
exerc.ise that I am talking.·· about. Check none. of the e.x
ercd.s'es ·until I have .finished all ten of them .. 

' 

EXERCisE l .: I 

·:complete tb.e following statement: U CM =. tb.en 
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A conclusion is reached by reasoning in this exercise. 
:tt is the inevitable "i.t' them" relationship., It 
teaches us to recognize and respe'ct sound tb.inking and 
sottnd thinkers • Now reasoning. is P.irceiving that if cer
.tain things· are true certain other thing~ must also be true 
or cannot be true.. .. 

(l) Study the figUre carefuJ.ly 
(2) Be sure to 'connect .. the "If" with the correct 

"tben". . ... 

EXERCISE·2 

The altitude of a. triangle is twice the base, and its 
··· tu-ea is .. 36. sq,~· .···in.. Fifid the. length Gf tb.e base •. 

This 

'•• ., 

is an exercise in applying geometric principles. 
(1) Read the problem .until you are sure you know 

wb.at it means 
(2) Anal,.ze it to recognize and state thegeometric 

principles used .. 
(3) Solv:e the tormu.J4 

' . 

EXERCISE 3 

state .... axioms, pos'tulatS\ .definitions ar theorems :tor 
the following statements: . 

If RT: TS.and wz// .RS~ tb.en 

l ... 

,, '; 

2.. LR= LS 
\.~.~-----------------

3 .• LY=LS 
\. " ·~ "" 

:a e 

----~----------~------
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4 .. 4. LX= .c:..Y --------------------------

5.. WT = TZ 5· .. --------------------------

For each statement of a pJ!oof, there mu.st be a reason. 
Tb.~ reason for a stat~ment must be one ot the following: 
given, definition, axiom, postulate; identity, construction 
or a theorem previously- proved. · 

(1) Study the :f'igul"e carefully 
(2) State the reason for each statement 
(3). Check to see~if all oonditi.ons b.ave been 

fulfilled 

EXERCISE 4 

. Make _the following construction, . without proof .. 
CircUll'lScribe a circle about a·given triangle .. 

"Construct" -means to draw aootU"ately using only the 
straigQ.t edge and o·ompaases .. 

(1) Draw ~ representation· of the given triangle 
(2) state wh~t is g_i,ven in terms of the drawing 
(~) state what is'to be constructed 
(4) Construct tb.e figtlre 

EXERCISE 5 

O.~!t ... ·.· rel,ati9nship'eJt~~ts 'between h. and a? Find b. in 
term.S· .a.· a_· . · · 

. ·,·•·,' 

Ralab:io:ri.shii;> 15!/Gf'teti expressed in the t'orm of a literal 
eq'llation or a !orlllUla. . 

(l) study tb.e figure 'carefully .·. . 
(2) Express tb.e. relationship oetwe.enh an.g a 

.>·.' ,e,; .. ·, 
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The periJneters of two similar triangles are 35 in • 
. and.40 in. respectively. One side of. the first triangle 
is 7 i)h What is the corresponding side of the other? 

.Prino~ples at .sim.ilar pC>lyg~ns. .ar.e supplied ·in this exer
cise .. 

. '(l) Read the problem until~:rou understand what 

(2) 

(3) 

it means · 
Analyze it to recognize .and state the prinoiwle 
.used 
Solv.e the, resulting proportion 

.. EXERCISE 7 

Find the locus of a point that will pass through 
three g~ven points not in a straight line .. 

The word 11loous", may be defined as the path of a moving 
point sati;s:f'ying ~. g~v:·en condi.t.ion.. There are four im
portant s'l!eps in det~rmtning a locus: 

(1) Locate eeveral points which satisfy the given 
canditions 

(2) Draw a smooth. li~e or lines through these points 
(3) Describe accurately what geometric figure you 

believe is the .lo.cu.s 
:{4) . PJ:t~ove that this fig:ure is. tb:e locus 

rutERC.ISE ,9 
/,· .;',;' I ·• ' 
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. .· .. State~ what is give11, what is to be proved and draw 
the :f'fgdr~ ... ; ,If, :9,.\ line ,is drawn· .p.erpendicular to a chord 
and bisect~ng J~~e: cb,.()rd1. ~hen it. bisects, the; arcs subtended 
by the . oh~rd: and .p~s.ses:. tbrougl:l. ~he, center of the oiro~e • . . . ,_ 

.-.Given:.: 1 ... 
2.--------------~--~-

. To PX'Ove: 1 •. 
2.-.--~--~--~--------

Trans:ta~ing ,'IT~pbal.. statE;tiD.ents i~:ifo .. symbol!~. form, is part 
.of your wor}t 1~ •:the study,. of .geomet~Y• ·. 

(1) l)I"iw the fi~e .. tor the theorem 
(2) State accurately, .. in terms et. letters on the 

tigllre, what is g+.vf)n and.what is to be proved 
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EXERCISE 9 

write a complete demonstration of the following: If 
two sides of a quadrilateral are equal and parallel; the 
figure is a parallelogram.. · 

No specific rules for proving theore~ can be· given. How
ever8 the following general direo.tions should be useful to 
you in the development of a proof: 

'{1) Read the theorem oarefufly, being certain that 
you know the,meaning of the words used 

(2) Determine the hypothesis (what is given) and the 
conclusion (what is to be proved) 

(3) · Draw a figure which illustrates the theorem 
(41 tetter the fig~e, marking. the parts which are 

given equal 
(5) Write what is .given in terms of the figure 
(6) Write what there Is ~ ~ prov~ in. terms of the 

figure · 
(7} · Seleot ·and state a method of proof tor the 

theorem 
{8) · Write the proof, giving a reason for eaoh 

·$tatement used. 

EXE1:WISE 10 

Give a complete algebraic proof of the following: 
The square of the hypotenuse of a right triangle is equal· 
tp; the. s~ 5~t the sq~ares of the legs • · 

- - '• . 

:ttl provfrigx'tliis theorem ·~ou>are asked to us.e a certain 
method: ,of proof--the alg~'braie method .. · It is shorter :than 
tb.e 'geometri0 'pr.oor;. ••· • . · .:: . · 
,,, ~'>(lJ 'Read the'tlieorem:oarefully.,.being c.ertain that 

. . . you know tb.e meaning of the words used 
(2) Determine what is given and what is to be proved ·· 
(3) Draw a fig~e wliieh illustrates the theorem 
(4) Letter the fig;Llre., marking. the parts which are 

g~i"ten:·.equal·· ~· ~ · _. , , .· .- ~. 

(5} ··write .:what. is .. ft:vg.n .l.n. terms of th.e f.igure 
(6) .Write what .is _g. _2. ;gr.ove.d in. terms of the 
:~· · figure ···• ~· . · ··· · , : ': ... ··· . · . , : .:. ·.·. ·.·.··· · . : 

· (7) · Write :the proof, ::g~ving,.,a reason~ .for :eaol:l: . ·· 
·· ... algebraic· statement uaed:(equ~tionL• · 
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MANUAL OF DIRECTIONS 

A STUDY TO DETERMINE FACTORS INFLUENCING LIKES 

AND DISLIKES OF STUDENTS. 0~ . ADVANCED .ALGEBRA 

PROCEDURE 

TO TEE INSTRUCT.OR: . Have. students write their names» name 
of school., and underscore the word 
likes or dislikes in each statement .. 

READ TO STUDENTS: 

Here is a list of . exerc.ises that you have had in 
your algebra work this year.. Soma of them you liked very 
much and others you disliked. Since boys and girls today 
are honest and~ open in expressing their l.ikes. and dislikes 
of the various subjects they are studying.~~ will you please 
read the .following .exercises caref'ully- ... you NEED NOT SOLVE 
THE PROBLEMS--and then check the one you liked bast" B; the 
one you"liked next best,.NB;the one you disliked most., D; 
the one younext most disliked., ND.? 

Remember--you need.not solve the problems and your 
score will not be .recorded by your teacher.. This is not 
a test •. · 

I will now help y:c;m :recall thEL steps involved in 
solving; each·,. exercise. After I have, read the steps in
volved in: .. solving each. of the. ten .exercises. you. will go 
back and check~ the exercises. as directed. LOOK and THINK 
only of .the: exerci,.se that .. ! run .. talk1ng ab.out.o Check none 
of the exercises until: I .have .. finished all. ten of them. 

ExERCISE l: .. ·· 

It m varies directly as n2 and m = 16 when n = 2, 
find . the value of iu wharf n ~ ··.a:./ ... 

The. numb.er m 1s•sa1a.·. to· v:~ry direc.tly ·asi .the· n:uniper:,n2 when 
the ratio o.f' .. ::m tcr::n2 •ls a constant.. This direct relation
ship is frequently e:ipressed'b:y means.of a proportion .. 

(l) Expr~ss tiie reiationship in tbe. form of a 
. proportion . . 

· ·· · (2) · ·:s·olve<tb.e resul:tittg: proportlon · · · 
'' 
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EXERCisE 2 

Solve for.. a al!ld .ob.eck tb.e equation: 

.... (3a ... 2a - 5) = 1 
=---=1~0,_:;.. '. !" (2a ... 57) ... 5 

w 
To find. the value of the unknown in this equation: 

(l) Multiply each member ot: tb.e equation by the 
smallest_q~antity th.at.·will .. "clear" all terms 
of frac~ions 

(2) Perform the operat·ions ·indicated by the 
pe.r:entheais 

(3) Get all 'terms containing tile unknown to the left 
member of the equation and all other terms in 
tll.e right .. :membe:r 

(4) Combine terms that are·s1milar 
(5) Divide. by the .. coeft'icient of. tb.e unknown 
(6). ·check your answer by substituting in the 

original equation 

-EXERCISE 3 
· ... 2 

Solve .:for m: . F::: mv. 

1 

One o:f 16he most important uses of algebra is in wo:t-k with 
tb.e formula. . Now a f'o:t"mttla. expresses the relatien between 
two o~·more variables tb.at.ehange, tog~the:t- according to 
some lawe. Therefo.re,. solving a formu.la for a required 
letter involves the use of ... the. $x1oms of the equation. 

(1) ttOlear" ot fr.aotiona 
(2), . Ge.t •11 terms. containing_ ,the unknown·. on one 

· side ot the equation and the remaining terms 
on_the other side 

(3} Divide .'both ,sides. •:G:f' the equation by the· total 
·· .. eoeff'.ioj;ent of the unknown 

:EXERCISE 4· ·· 

Solve the. following equation by 
and cheo.k yGur_reaults·: , ,' · 

completing the square 

6J;?. ~ X 7- . 20 =···~ 0. 

'rhis.is an equation of the .seconddegree-~aiquadratic 
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. .. 
equation. 

' {l) Cp~~e tlie equation .to standard form (coefficient 
ot x. must be_ 1) . 
T~ke. one ... half' the ooeffioi,ent of x; square it; (2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(~) 

(6} 

add this to both sid,es, of the, equation 
Express the :r.ight side of the equation in 
simplest :form · . . . · 
Take the sq-g.are ~oot of botb. sidesa prefixing 
tb.e p;L\ls and minus sigJt to, the right side 
Solve these two linear equations.,, thus obtaining 
two values for the unJmowll 
Oheek b.oth of· these values by substituting· in 
tb.e original .equation 

~EXERCISE 5 

Solve the. following Sly'Stem of eq~ations.and pair your 
answers: 

x2+ y-2 = 61 
2x ,-:- y = 7 

To find the_ .v;lue of the unknown in these equations 
(l) 'Solve.t]ae 'linear equation for y 
((~}) Stipstftute the result , in the quadratic equation 

..., slf>lve by completing, ,t.he squ$.re or by using tb.e 
formula 

(4) Substitute in.the linear equation 
(5) Pair your artswers 

.. EXERCisE 6 

Formlils equ~~~Qn~ t~9ll1:10lown.roota is reversing the 
factoring· process\ ·• · ',, · ,. , •. · · , , _.,. · · 

(1) , Wl-ite the roots i.n factor form and set their 
indicat,ed product equ~l to zero. 

{2), Express the indicated product as a trinomial 

ExERCISE 7 

Perform tb.e indicated. operations: 



Only like radicals can be .·combined by addition and sub ... 
traction. Like radicals must have the same index and the 
same radicand. -

(1) Simplify the radicals 
{2) Combine like terms 

·EXERCISE 8 

An airplane leaves New York for Chicago at tb.e rate 
of 70 miles an hour. Three hours later a second plane 
leaves the same airpor.t . .~~ traveling over the same course at 
tb.e ra~e .oflOOmiles an hour. How many b.ours after the 
second,airpla;ne starts will. it overtake tb.e. first? 

Tb.is is a p~oblem-solving exercise. It develops independence 
of thinldng __ mora tlaan any otb.er part of algebra. 

(1) ·· Re.ad tb.e problem .until. you. are sure you know 
what it means 

(2) Analyze it.to recognize the relationship between 
the numbers in it 

(3) EXpress one qua~ti ty in terms of another 
{4) Form an equation that expresses the relationship 

between the quantities 
(5) Solve the equations 
(6) Check your answer in the original problem 

EXERCISE 9 

· What is tb.e log product of .,592, .SOl~ and .,025? 

Tbe log~ritb.m of a prQdu.ct is equal t0 the sum of the 
log~~itbms of its factors. 

(1) Determine tb.e characteristics of eachfactor 
(2) Find the mantissa of each in_tb.elog table 
(3) Add to f.ind .. the log _praduct 
(4) De.termine the product by finding .the antilog 



Simpli+y: .. ..'\'' 

b.-1 

a""2+l 

ltxERCISE l.o 

,., 

This exercise iqvolves tl:le law~. ·~;C expobents e 

(l) Perform the operations indicated in the 
nwna.rator, thus obtaining a simple .fraction 

. (2) Factor .the numerator · · 
{3) Divide the n\Ullerator and the denominator by 

the common factor 

Tb.ank you .for your cooperation. 

·, .'' t 

..•. t,, ,. •, ·:;-· . ' 
'· ·'· ,. ,.,l; 
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FIRST~YEAR ALGEBRA 

Hare is a list .. ot 'exercises that you have had in your 
algebra work this year. Some ot them you liked very much 
and others you disliked... Since boys and girls today are 
honest and open in express.ing the.ir likes and dislikes ot 
the various subjects they are studying, will you please 
read the following. exerci.ses. carefully--YOU NEED. NOT SOLVE 
THE PROBLEMS.--and then check the one you liked best, B; 
the one you liked next best, NB; .·the one you disli~ed tb.e 
most, D; the one you next disliked ND,? 

Remember•=you need not solve the problems and your 
score will not be recorded by your teacher. This is not a 
test. 

Name------------------~--- High School ----------------
Do you like or dislike mathematics? 

Do.· you like .. or. dis like alga bra? 

____ 1. 

2 .. ----
_......._ __ 3 .. 

____ 4. 

5. ----

When G = 14, find the value of F from the 
formula, 5 (F .. 32) = 90 

Solve and check the f'ollowing equation: 
3(2x + 5) = 5(x t- 4) 

Solve and check the following equation: 
o.5x + o.7x - o.s = 3.0 

Solve. and check the following equation: 
3m+ 7n = 34 
7m + 8n; 46 

Dui"ing .a day:, a soda-fountain olai'k sold 

175 drinks, some at lOji each and the re

mainder at 15¢ .e.ach;. and received $21.50. 

How many drinks. ot each .kind did.ha sellf 

...__.....__.._. 6. l'~ot in .Ob.al:'t A the gr~pb.. of the equation: 

y = 2x -t- l 



. 1: 

! 

.....;.... __ _ 7. Solve the equation fer n: 2a + 2n:::: b + c 

· 8• Cbang(t tb.e following .f'ra.ction to the simplest ----

-----

form:·· x2 9 
·~z+ 5x + 6 

9. The higl:l scl1ool basketball team 1.1a.s won 4 out 

of 5 g~m:es played. At this rate out of 10 

games which they are ·to play» how many will 

they win? 

---10. Solve and check the equation: 

a+ 5 
. 4-

a-1-2 _ 2 
9 -

Thank you 1 for your cooperation • 

73' 



PLANE GEOMETRY 

Here is a list of exerois.es that you have bad in 
your geometry work this year •. Some of them you liked very 
much and others you disliked. Since .boys and girl$ today 
are honest and open in ~xpressing their. like.s and. dislikes 
ot the various subjects that they .are studying., will you 
please read. tb.e following exercises carefully--YOU NEED 
NOT SOLVE THE PROBLEMS--and thenpbeck.tbe one you liked 
best, B; the one you liked next best 1 NB; the one you dis
liked most, D; the one you next disliked., ND ,. ? 

Remember you need not solve the problema and your 
score will not be recorded by your teacher. This is not 
a test. -

Name ______________________ _ 
High School~-------

Do you like or dislike mathematics? 

Do you like or dislike geometry? 

1 •. Complete the following statement: 
c. 

If GM. =- MA, tb.an 

F1 ?tJ. . B 
........ ___ 2 •... Tb.e .altitude of a t;s:aiangle is 'twice the base., 

and its area is 3_6 sq .. in. Find the length of 
.. the base .• 

_____ 3. ' stli'ta axioms, postulates, def'initiorts or theorems 
tor tb.e following statements: 

:.1J' 

','( 

R_ 
>:tt RT. ' TS.,. an<l WZ /j RS, then 

1. LX= LR 1. . ' 
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2.,,_. --------------

· 3e 
----~~---------------------

4~ LX= LY 4.,. ______________ _ 

WT = TZ 
5. __________________________ __ 

_______ 4. Make the following, construction~ without proofo 
Circ~cribe a circle about a given triangleo 

5~> What relationship exists between b. and a? Find 
---- h in t arms of a. c. 

____ 6o II 3 -3 B 
The perimeters of two similar 
in. and 40 in. respectively. 
first triangle is 7 in., What 
ing side of the other? 

triangles are 35 
One side e>f the 
is the correspond-

___ 7 ~ Find the locus of a point that will pass 
through three given points not in a straight 
linee 

____ a. State what is given, what is to be proved
11 

and 
draw the figure. If a line is drawn perpendicu
lar to a chord .and bisecting the chord.- then it 
bisects the arcs subtended by the chord and 
passes through the center of the circle. 

Given: 1. _________ _ 

2·--~----------------
To .... prove: 1·~---------

2. _________ _ 



9. ----
__ __...io. 
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Write a complete demonstration of the follow
ing: It' two sides ot a quadrilateral are equal 

. and, parallel~ . the figure is a parallelogram. 

Giv.e a. complete algebraic. pr.oof .. of the follow
ing: The sq\l;are of the hypotenuse of. a right 
triangle . is· equal to the sum of the · squares of 
the l~gs. 

l.: ~ 



ADVANCED .AI.GEBRA 

Here is a list of .exercises that you have had in 
your algebra work this year.. Some o.f' them you liked very 
much and others you dislikedo Since boys and girls today 
are honest and ope)l 1~ expressi.ng.their lik,es and dislikes 
of the various subjects they are studying~ will you please 
read the following axe.r.cises cara.t'.ully-~YOtJ NEED NOT SOLVE 
THE PROBLEMS--and then. check th~ one you liked .best, B; 
the one you liked nax:t best, .NB; .. the one you disliked 
most 6 D; the one you next disliked~ ND.? 

Remember--you need not solve-the problems and your 
score will not .be recorded . by your teacher.. This is not 
a test. 

Name ------------------------
High School _______ __ 

Do you like or dislike mathematics? 

Do you like or dislike algebra? 

1.. It m varies directly as n2 and m = 16 when n = 2, 
---- find the value of m when n = 3 .. 

----2.. Solve for a and check the equation: 

(3a = 2a - 5) _ 1 (2a - 57) 
1.0.. - 6. 

____ 3. Solve for m: F = mv2 
r 

4. Solve the follGwing.equation by completing tb.e ---- square and check your results: 

.., X. 12 = 0 

5e Solve tb.e following, system of' equations and 
-------- pair yoUr answers: 

~2+ y2 = 61 
2x -y = 7 

_ _.... ___ §. Write the quadratic equation whose roots are 
-5 and 2. 
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?. Perform tb.e indicated operations: ----
____ a. 

8 \l45 "" ~· 80 

An airplane leaves New York for Cb.ieago at the 
rate of 70 niiles an hour. Three hours later 
a second plane leaves the same airport, travel
ing over the same course at the rate of 100 
miles. an hour. How~ many hours after the second 
airplane starts will ~t overtake the first? 

----9. What is the log product of .592, .601, and .025? 

_......._......,_10... Simplify!. b-1 ('b -4 ) 
~~..,....--=---. - a .b 
a•2 + l 
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STANDARDTZED TESTS USED IN CONSTRUCTION 

OF 11ErVALUATION-TESTu FORMS, 

FIRST:__YEAR ALGEBRA , 

Carman, Neva, 

Douglass, Harl R., 

____ , _,_, 

Hotz, Henry c., 

Lee, J. Murray, 

Otis, Arthur S, and 
Wood., Ben D. 

Gregor;r, C • A • , 

Algebra Survey Test, First and Second 
Semesters ~orms A, and B., Designed for 
use at the end of tbe semesters. Pub
lic School. Publishing 00mpany, .Bloom
ington, Illinois. 1930 .. 

Oklahoma Tests,, First Year Algebra. 
Comprehensive Objective Tests for High 
School Subjects., Hal .. low Publishing 
Company, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 1930. 

The Douglass Standard Diagnostic Tests 
for Measuring Achievement in Algebra. 
University of Oregon Press. 1921 

The Douglass Standard Survey Test for 
Elementary Algebra. University of Ore
gon Press. 1921. 

First Year Algebra Scales. Teachers 
College, Columbia University. 1920. 

Lee Test of Algebraic Ability. For use 
with students beginning first year 
algebra.. Public School Publishing 
Company, Bloomington, Illinois. 1930. 

Columbia Research Bureau Algebra Test. 
World Book Company, New York. 1927. 

PLANE GEO:METRY 

Geometry Survey Test. First and Second 
Semesters For~ ~. and B. Designed for 
use at the end of the semester. Public 
School Publishing Company, Bloomingtonp 
Illinois. 1930. 

Renfrow Diag~ostic Tests in Plane 
Geometry. University of Cincinnati, 

, Cincinnati, Ohio. 1926. 



Hawkes~ Herbert E.~ 
Wood$ Ben D. 1 

McMindes, Maude, 

Meagher, Dorothea, 

Schorld.ng, . Raleigh, 
Sanford,~~ Vera 

80 

Columbia Research Bureau Plana Geometry 
Test. World Book Company. New York.l926. 

Achievement Test in Plane Geometry. 
Public School Publishing Company.~' Bloom
ington, Illinois. 

Oklahoma Tests,~~ Plane Geometry~ Com
prehensive Objective Tests for High 
School Subjects. Harlow Publishing 
Company, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 1930. 

SchorlingqSanford Achievement Test in 
-Plane Geometry.. Bureau of Publications» 
Teachers College Columbia Universit.y !J 

New York. · 1926e 
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INDIANA TEXTBOOKS USED IN CONSTRUCTION 

OF "EVALUATION-TEST,. FORMS 

FIRST YEAR ALGEBRA 

Freilich-Shanholt-Georges 3 Elementary Al!ebra. Chicago: 
Silver·Burdett Company, 1940. 54 pp. 

HartJ! Essentials of Algebra, First Course.. Boston: D .. c. 
Heatfi and ~mpany,-r941~ 439 pp. 

Schorling-Clark-Smith) Firs,t Year Al.~b~a.. Chicago: World 
Book Company, 1942~ 46'4Pp. 

PLANE GEOMETRY 

Stone-Mallory, Plane Geometr,.. Chicago: Benj. 
and Company, 1§29. 4 4 pp. 

H. Sanborn 

Welohons and Krickenberger, Plane Geometrz. Chicago: Ginn 
and Company, 1940. 5TI2 PP• 

ADVANCED ALGEBRA 

Freilioh=Shanholt-MoOormaok, Intermediate ~lgebra. Chicago: 
· Silver Burdett company, 194!. 406 pp. 

Sohorling-Clark-Smith" Second Year Algebra.. Chicago: World 
Book Company, 1942.. 484"PP. 
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